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PRINCIPAL’S
report

It is my honour and privilege to present my Report to you 
in this the 116th year of the History of Maris Stella.

2015 has been a year of positive change, growth and 
development for us.  Looking back at the year, we pause, 
rewind and remember the people and events that defined 
Maris Stella in 2015.  We have the opportunity to look 
back at not only our successes but also our challenges of 
the year.

Many of our successes have been recorded in the 
Anchor – but one that is noteworthy is our technological 
infrastructure developments that deal with the use of 
technology to enhance teaching and learning.  

As we are all aware there are dangers relating to the 
abuse of technology and social networks, but conversely 
we must use every opportunity to harvest the huge 
benefits of technology and social media.  We are indeed 
privileged that we have the resources to invest wisely in 
technology and we have.  The Tablet Project has been a 
resounding success and in 2016 this will roll out to include 
Grade 10.

This year was, like in all years, not without its demands 
and I would like to thank our Board of Governors who 
work tirelessly, and largely behind the scenes, to guide 
and assist us.  They are so generous in sharing of their 
professional expertise and we are very appreciative of 
everything they do for us.  With Mike Montocchio as 
Chairman, they ensure that Maris Stella continues to be 
sustainable, whilst also being aware of the importance 
of being relevant, updating facilities and keeping up with 
educational trends.  Thank you to our Board members for 
their wise counsel, pragmatic approach and most of all – 
support. 

One of the challenges facing any independent school is 
the acquisition and retention of quality staff and again we 
have been very blessed at Maris Stella in the staff which 
we have, who have been so committed and involved in 
the lives of our girls. My sincere thanks go to all the staff – 
teaching and non-teaching – for their tireless commitment 
to the pupils of this school.  Their teamwork, passion and 
enthusiasm is certainly over and above the call of duty. 

We have an experienced and balanced 
teaching staff who ensure that our 
school continues to thrive and I would 
like to acknowledge their role in the 
success of Maris Stella.  

Thank you to my Management Team, 
who go well beyond the call of duty 
in ensuring our girls are supported and 
challenged, nurtured and disciplined, and 
given the best opportunities for holistic 
development. 

I want to especially acknowledge 
Wendy Plumbley, whose role in the 
school is critical.   Her commitment  and 
energy are infectious, and her sense 
of humour and professionalism is very 
much appreciated.  

At the end of an academic year it is 
however inevitable that we have to say 
goodbye to some members of staff and 
this year is no exception.

Brigitte Garland arrived at Maris Stella 
on 1 March 1980 
– that is 35 years 
ago. At that time 
Sister Denise was 
Principal.   Brigitte 
is retiring and says 
that she will spend 
her time enjoying 
the finer things 
in life – theatre; 
movies; shopping 
and walks on the 
beachfront.

Brigitte has had a huge influence on 
so many, if not all, pupils during her 
time here. Fear, sadness, confusion and 
sometimes anger are all things that we 
experience from time to time, but here 
at Maris Stella Brigitte has offered a 
safety net of love to help our pupils feel 
cherished and cared for knowing that 
there is always someone to turn to.
We as a school wish Brigitte good 
health, happiness and Gods richest 
blessings as she begins this new chapter 
in her life.

It is with huge sadness that we bid 
farewell to Snoekie du Plessis, our 
amazing Head of Music.  The fact of 
the matter is that Snoekie rescued music, 
and built it up to the celebration it is 
today.  The impact she made on the 
girls, the staff and of course our choir at 
Maris Stella is tangible.  

Mrs Kirsten Dyssell left Maris Stella to 
work with her husband and Mrs Nicola 

Fickling has decided that she is going 
to stay at home with her new little girl, 
Emily.  

Miss Jacqui Browne left us to teach at a 
school which will be closer to her home.  

Mr Danny Mbaso has been employed 
at Maris Stella for the past 40 years.  He 
was a dedicated and highly respected 
member of our Support Staff.  Danny 
has been a fine example of all that we 
stand for here at Maris Stella and we 
wish him peace, happiness and good 
health in his retirement. 

Our school does not operate in a 
vacuum and we cannot ignore events 
taking place in the broader educational 
sector.  In the last quarter of this year the 
Fees must Fall campaign, which swept 
through tertiary institutions across our 
nation drew attention to critical issues 
affecting the higher education arena, and 
the country more broadly.  

Professor Habib, Vice Chancellor of 
Wits, in a recent letter to all IEB schools 
said that students have “led a national 
struggle in pursuit of affordable, quality 
higher education. …… They have 
put the issue of student fees and the 
government underfunding of higher 
education on the national agenda.” 

At the height of the protests, Dr Max 
Price, the Vice Chancellor of UCT 
said “The situation on all the country’s 
campuses is critical and without 
precedent. It calls for unprecedented 
action. The objective must be to ensure 
access to higher education.”

Whilst we may disagree with the 
methods of protest used by some 
groups within the protest movements 
who resorted to intimidation and 
violence; what the general protests 
demonstrated was the fact that young 
people across our country recognize 
that access to education is something 

worth pursuing; that education is key to 
transforming not only their lives, but in 
many cases that of their families  and 
communities; that education is seen as 
the means which will bring about true 
transformation in our society.   This is a 
sentiment that resonates with us all.

After all it was Nelson Mandela who 
in his book Long Walk To Freedom 
said, “Education is the great engine of 
personal development. It is through 
education that the daughter of a 
peasant can become a doctor, that a 
son of a mineworker can become the 
head of the mine, that a child of farm 
workers can become the president of a 
great nation.” 

How wonderful that all those many 
years ago, courageous Holy Family 
Sisters, recognizing the transformative 
value of Catholic Education, established 
our school and that as a result of their 
courage and foresight our girls at Maris 
Stella are in the incredibly fortunate 

position of receiving 
the education they do. 

Girls, I urge you to 
recognize the gift that 
is your education – an 
education that has 
been gifted to you 
firstly by Holy Family 
Sisters without whom 
this school would not 
have been established, 
secondly by your 
parents, without whose 

sacrifice and commitment to your 
education you would not be here, and 
thirdly by your teachers, without whose 
input you would not have acquired 
the skills and knowledge you have.  
Education is, as we all know however, 
not just about what can be found in 
subject curriculums.  

It is also about learning values, codes of 
conduct and ways of being in order for 
you to take your place as global citizens 
who have the ability to effect positive 
change in the world. 

Grade 12s of 2015 as you leave Maris 
Stella and take off your red dress for the 
last time, please be assured that you, and 
your parents, will always remain part of 
our Maris Stella Family.  I wish you well.
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Joan Schmidt- Principal

“Education is the great engine of personal 
development. It is through education that the 
daughter of a peasant can become a doctor, 

that a son of a mineworker can become the head 
of the mine, that a child of farm workers can 

become the president of a great nation.” 
Nelson Mandela.
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The Pope, recognizing the importance 
of the family and the many challenges 
to family life, called an extraordinary 
Synod in Rome in 2015 to reflect and 
discuss the vitally important role of the 
family in the church and in society.  As 
part of these deliberations the Holy 
Father proclaimed 2015 to be the Year 
of the Family.

This theme was one that fitted well 
with the ethos of the school, which was 
founded by the Holy Family Sisters.  The 
religious activities of the school year 
were centred around the theme of the 
“Family”, using the images of the Holy 
Family of Nazareth in particular as the 
model for family.

The school Masses built upon both 
domestic family and the school family, 
with emphasis given to the importance 
of relationships within the school as a 
way of reflecting the ethos of Maris 
Stella and indeed, the ethos of all the 
schools in the Holy Family Sisters’ 
community in South Africa.

The Church as family 
was highlighted in 
retreats held during 
the year, and the 
icon of the Holy 
Family was displayed 
prominently in the 
school.  At the 
retreats, it was noted 
that much of the joys and sorrows, 
successes and challenges of family life 
at home was a key dimension in the 
lives of the girls. 

As much as academic success was 
valued, it seemed that for many of the 
girls, a happy and fulfilled family life 
was even more valued.  Indeed, the 
family ethos of Maris Stella was noted 
and appreciated by many of the girls. 
It seems to indicate to me that despite 
much criticism of young people today, 
the longing for love and strong families 
remains a desire for the girls at the 
school.  I believe that we in the school 
need to build on that openness to family 
life, and help the girls to find ways of 
making their desires a reality.
This, of course, requires both the 

co-operation and the resource of 
their parents at home. The school can 
only do so much, but the parents of 
the girls are clearly more important 
in developing skills necessary to 
negotiate the twists and turns of familiar 
relationships.

The input that the school gives in the 
emotional and spiritual side of the 
girls’ development is a vital one, and in 
many ways, characterises the essential 
difference of Maris Stella in comparison 
to schools of a similar nature.

I would like to thank all the members of 
the Religious Department of the school 
for their dedication, enthusiasm and 
creativity in helping the pupils to grow 
holistically.  Long may this cornerstone 
of the school continue.

RELIGION
report

The Academic and Religious Year of 2015 opened with 
Mass on 30 January by the Matric pupils. In keeping with 
the Matrics’ chosen theme of the year, the theme of the 
Mass was “We     Maris Stella”,  with a focus on how all 
faith and hope should come from the heart. 

Ash Wednesday Mass on 18 February began the 40 days 
of Lenten sacrifice and preparation.  This Mass, prepared 
by the Grade 8s, set the tone for Religious Lessons, on 
the importance of our need to be more kind, loving and 
forgiving towards others.  Quiet classroom reflections, 
on our need for healing, formed part of the preparation 
for Confessions, which were held at the end of the term. 
Father Peter and Father Sean Mullen graciously listened to 
our confessions in preparation for our Penitential Service 
of Peace and Forgiveness held on break up day.

The first term would not be complete without the 
Paschal Meal, which is celebrated with the Matrics, Board 
Members, teachers and guests from other schools.  These 
evenings are always special for both the Matrics and the 
invited guests, and a special thank you must go to Father 
Peter for the role he plays in the ceremony.

The Grade 9s prepared the Mass for Ascension Thursday, 
held on 14 May.  At a time when there is so much 
violence in the world, it seemed appropriate to remember 
that God wished peace upon us all, as He ascended into 
heaven, and that it is our duty to continue to share His 
love and peace with others.

In the third term, the Grade 11s called us all to follow in 
Mary’s example of courage to take action.  We were 
reminded that we are each called to act out our faith 
towards others in the same way that Mary was able 
to show the greatest act of faith with her “Yes” to the 
Angel Gabriel.  The fourth term is the term in which 
the Matrics come together in thanksgiving for all the 
school and God have done for them over the years at 
Maris Stella.  Our Head Girl, Josie Visser, gave special 
thanks to teachers, parents and friends that had made 
both her, and the Matrics’ years at Maris Stella special.  
Their Mass was entitled, “The Chapter ends here, but 
the story has just begun”, at which Father Peter shared 
the importance of using one’s full potential to make a 
difference in the world.

In keeping with the Ethos of the school 
and the acceptance of diversity, the 
Grade 10s and 11s went on an excursion 
to a Synagogue, a Mosque and the 
Denis Hurley Centre and Cathedral as 
part of their studies on Religions of the 
World.  The girls were so well received 
at each of these venues, that the visit 
to the Denis Hurley Centre prompted 
some of the girls to volunteer their 
services in the soup kitchen. 
Mrs Rawlinson returned to assist in the 
Religious Education department, while 
Mrs Tsouris was on accouchement 
leave.  She and her husband were 
blessed with baby Ezra, who was born 
on Mrs Tsouris’ birthday, 19 October.  
During her time with us, Mrs Rawlinson 
prepared the Carol Service, which we 
had hoped would be held out on the 
field.  Sadly the weather didn’t co-
operate, but we celebrated a beautiful 
Carol Service in the Centenary Hall.  
The year ended shortly thereafter, 
with an introduction to Pope Francis’ 

declaration of the Jubilee Year of Mercy.  
Our Closing Mass, prepared by the 
Grade 10s, reminded us of how all faith 
comes from the joy of the mercy that 
God so generously pours on us.

A vital part of the spiritual growth of 
each pupil is, of course, the retreats.  I 
would like to thank the teachers who 
work tirelessly to prepare and make 
sure that the retreats are meaningful 
to each of the pupils who attend.  This 
year, Mike Hobden kindly returned to 
lead the Grade 4s to 6s on their retreats, 
while Father Peter assisted with the 
Grade 7 retreat at Koinonia, the Grade 
8 retreat at Greystone, and the Grade 12 
retreat at Camp Anerley. 

The year would not have been 
successful without the input and 
support of our community.  The 
Catholic Schools’ Office offers 
Seminars for the formation of the R.E. 
teachers, throughout the year.  Our 

teachers attended a course on Human 
Trafficking, a seminar on Christian 
Meditation, and a course on the Gospel 
of John.  We are extremely grateful to 
our Chaplain, Father Peter, who is always 
available as a Priest, and also gives 
advice and support to our teachers 
whenever needed. Our Holy Family 
Sisters continue to play an important 
role in the school, and I would like to 
thank Sister Jenny for her continued 
support and help throughout the year. 
Our R.E. teachers, Mrs Bodley, Mrs 
Tsouris and Mrs van der Linde, continue 
to give of themselves to the spiritual 
upliftment of the pupils of our school, 
and I am extremely grateful for their 
support and hard work throughout 2015.

I wish Mrs Bodley every success as 
the Religious Education Co-ordinator 
for 2016, and know that God will be 
continuously there with her as she leads 
the school on its journey of faith.
Yours in Christ, Mrs Burgess.
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BY FATHER PETER LAFFERTY
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Matric 2015
Congratulations must go to the Class of 
2015, the school leadership and staff for 
the achievement of a 100% Bachelors 
pass in the matric examinations.  This 
excellent result is a reflection of the 
commitment and dedication of the 
teaching and support staff in the school. 
Well done and thank you.

The Board of Governors
The Maris Stella Board of Governors 
comprises a group of selfless, dedicated 
people committed to ensuring the 
continued success of Maris Stella well 
into the future.  Thank you to each of 
you for making this commitment to our 
school. 

The Board is driven by our vision for 
Maris Stella to be a leading institution in 
educating girls with skills and values to 
enable them to become strong young 
women who will make significant, 
positive contributions to the challenges 
faced in South Africa and the World.  

We are also committed to building and 
living the “Holy Family Ethos” and our 
values as a Catholic School.  These 
principles are top of mind in all the 
Board’s deliberations and decisions. 

2015, as I said earlier, came with a few 
challenges.  These were dealt with and 
resolved professionally and in terms 
of our school ethos and values by 
the school leadership team.  A word 
of thanks, however, must go to the 
members of the Board who provided 
their professional skills, time and advice 
to support Joan and her team.  Without 
minimising the input from the other 
Board members, a special mention of 
thanks should be made to Advocate 
Garth Harrison and to Dr Kim Domingo 
for their professional assistance and 
time.

Financial sustainability
Our financial results for 2015 were 
exceptional under the trying economic 
conditions.  Costs were well managed 
without letting go of the much needed 
continued maintenance of the school 
buildings and infrastructure.  Revenues 

were above budget and Maris Stella 
continues to operate on a sound 
financial foundation.

Most of us though, no doubt, are feeling 
the financial squeeze of the current 
economic conditions in the country and 
the world around us.  Maris Stella is no 
exception to this.  Whilst our Finance 
Committee, under the leadership of 
Brigitte Keirby-Smith together with our 
Bursar Carol Coubrough, have kept a 
tight rein on the school coffers, it has 
not been without its challenges.  Maris 
Stella is totally – 100% - dependent 
on School fees for its income.  We 
receive no subsidies nor any grant 
funding.  The Board’s challenge is to 
ensure that we are able to attract the 
best staff, and build and maintain the 
school infrastructure whilst limiting fee 
increases to parents.  We are also faced 
with the additional challenge of a jump 
in non-payment of fees and in debit 
orders “bouncing”.  A new debtors 
policy has been implemented and Carol 
and her team have worked hard to limit 
this risk and, in the circumstances, have 
done exceptionally well.  

This all goes to emphasise the 
importance of developing a “Trust 
Fund” the income from which would go 
to supplementing fees in the future.  The 
Board, during 2015, applied their thinking 
to this challenge and will be embarking 
in 2016 on a few approaches to starting 
this “Trust Fund”.

Marketing and Branding
The maximum number of pupils in our 
school is approximately 820.  This has 
been limited deliberately with a view to 
having no more than 24 girls in a class.  
The historical feeder area to the school  
- the Berea – is no longer providing 
the numbers of girls to the school that 
it used to.  The fact that we are fully 
subscribed indicates that Maris Stella is 
recognized as a school of choice and 
is attracting girls from the northern, 
western and southern suburbs, even 
though good girls schools exist in these 
areas.  Marketing and Branding of the 
school continues to be a key strategic 

focus, especially in the light of the 
increased competition we are facing by 
“recruiting” in these suburbs.

Ethos
2015 was “the year of the family”.  This 
theme directly supports the “Holy 
Family” Ethos of the school. Masses, 
Penitential services, Paschal Meals, and 
Carol Services all continue to be an 
important part of the school life, as well 
as the continued effort by the school 
pupils to help those less fortunate than 
themselves.  

In Summary
Maris Stella continues to grow as a 
principled, caring Catholic School which 
offers our girls the opportunity to 
achieve their potential and to make a 
positive difference in the lives of others.  
It is a school we should all be proud of.

A Final Thank you
2015 was the last of many years as 
Finance committee chairman for 
Brigitte Keirby-Smith.  Brigitte, thank 
you for your wise counsel, your strong 
hand on the financial rudder and your 
dedicated service to Maris Stella and 
the Board.  You have been persuaded 
for a few years to “come back for one 
more year” but could not be persuaded 
again.   I’m sure you are looking forward 
to taking this weight off your shoulders.  
Your successor though, will not be 
letting you off the hook completely and 
will most likely be calling on you for 
input and advice.

We look forward to a successful 2016.

HOLY FAMILY SISTERS’

BOARD OF GOVERNORS’ 
REPORT

report

“# this must fall”  - “# that must fall” has been the song 
over the last few months, and some very rightly so.  At 
this Resurrection time, a time of hope, what can you and I 
be and do to be seen as “# this and that must rise”? 

Every act, decision, word and yes, thought too, has an 
effect on self, on others around us, on the environment, 
in fact I believe on the whole human and cosmic 
consciousness.

Something that does excite me is that the younger 
people of our country are searching and seeming to 
want some kind of a new direction, and to some extent 
fairness too.  I have just read an article indicating that 
many young people have registered to vote.  Can this be 
a sign that the youth want to take responsibility for their 
country and not just rely on the promises made and not 
properly implemented? 

Let’s hope that we in South Africa can make another turn 
for the common good.

There are many positive signs which need to be 
developed and used to build a better and more just 
South Africa. One of these signs is the continuation of 
schools like Maris Stella, where the whole staff body 
and learner population strive to live and reveal that the 
Holy Family charism of communion/unity in diversity is 
possible.

My prayer, hope and belief is that Maris Stella will 
continue to be that sign. 

So, no matter how our daily news reports “bad news” 
in one way or another, remember each one of you in 
Maris Stella is “good news”, which reminds me of what 
our Pope Francis said recently to some journalists: “We 
are used to bad news, cruel news, and to even bigger 
atrocities, which offend the name and life of God,” …… 
but he also reminded us that the Year of Mercy can be a 
very conscious effort and response to the world’s need 
for a “revolution of tenderness” from which “justice and 
all the rest derives.”

I leave all of you who are reading this a thought as you 
continue to strive to be the full person God created you 
to be: One of the greatest resources people cannot 
mobilize themselves is that they try to accomplish great 
things. Most worthwhile achievements are the result of 
many little things done in a single direction. Nido Qubein
Blessings on all your endeavours as you - Go Forward!

Sister Shelagh Mary 
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BY SISTER SHELAGH MARY

BY MIKE MONTOCCHIO

2015 was marked by wonderful successes and 
achievements by the girls in Maris Stella as 
well as by some notable challenges that the 
school has dealt with.



HEAD GIRL’S
report

Wow, I cannot believe how fast this year has flown.  Maris 
Stella has been my home for the past 12 years, and now it 
is time to say goodbye.  For 12 years I have walked these 
hallways, shared laughter in these corridors and created 
unforgettable memories.  I will never forget my moments 
on the sports field with my team nor my moments in 
the spotlight with my cast.  I shall cherish every choir 
rehearsal and toastmasters’ session.  I will remember, 
with fondness, the times my grade spent on retreats and 
bonding tours together.  My heart will fill when I think of 
lessons spent dancing to Michael Buble with Mrs Ward or 
Mr Rodrigues’ classroom concerts.  I will remember the 
laughter shared in the matric garage.  I will remember how 
my heart swelled with pride at the D & D Gala.

   The Maris Stella family has lots to be proud of in 2015.         
  From the incredible production of Hairspray, to the 
cheer-filled galas and sports days.  From beautiful masses 
and retreats, to celebrating 116 years of excellence.  I have 
so many memories to be grateful for at Maris Stella.  But 
there is one thing, above all else, that I will remember the 
most and that is the people who make up all of these 
memories.  My Maris Stella Family.

When I was first announced as head girl, I spent a great 
deal of time thinking about what I would like to achieve in 
my year of leadership and service, and where my focus 
would lie.  And I was so lucky that Leah and Tayler had 
the same idea.  We decided that our focus would be on 
family and on growing that family, and getting to know 
them better.  Thus, we chose the theme for 2015, “WE 
Heart Maris Stella.”  We aimed to cultivate school spirit 
and bring girls of all ages closer together.  We had no idea 
how whole-heartedly our idea would be embraced.  I 
cannot count the number of times I had a tear in my eye, 
or found myself grinning uncontrollably because of the 
spirit and love I saw and felt among the Maris Stella Family.  
The girls made us so proud and I have felt so privileged to 
have led such a dynamic and phenomenal group of ladies. 

As with every farewell, there comes a great deal of thank 
yous.  There are so many people to whom I am grateful.

Thank you to my teachers, who not 
only provided me with an excellent 
education, but who have also helped 
mould me into the person I am today.  
It is a rare treasure to find a teacher so 
passionate about what they do.  It’s even 
more rare to find a single school full of 
them.  I have been unbelievably lucky 
to be inspired by some of the greatest 
teachers.  Thank you, teachers, for your 
constant support and unfailing optimism 
when it came to both my marks and 
year of leadership. 

To the girls of Maris Stella, thank you.  
It was your daily smiles and hellos, 
and wonderful messages of support 
that truly carried me through this year. 
Perhaps one day you too will have the 
privilege of understanding how truly 
meaningful even your smallest gesture 
was to me.  I am incredibly proud of 
you and it has been an absolute honour 
getting to know you this year.  I have no 
doubt our paths will one day cross again.

My matrics, thank you for being exactly 
who you are.  I 
wouldn’t have 
our quirky and 
diverse grade 
any other way.  
Dedication, love 
for your school 
and support of 
our leadership has 
made our jobs so much easier this year, 
radiating spirit and joy throughout the 

school.  As we move forward next year, 
know that you will always have a special 
place in my heart.  I wish you all the 
best in what I know will be some rather 
incredible adventures in the next part of 
your journey.

To Mrs Schmidt and Mrs Plumbley, thank 
you for being pillars of strength on which 

I have been able to lean during 
tough times throughout the year.  
You are both incredible role models 
for the Maris Stella girls and I am 
so grateful to have spent this year 
learning with you.

To Mom, Dad and Matt, I love you.  
Without you, there is no doubt 
in my mind that I would not be 
where I am today.  Mom, thank 
you for the clothes loans and long 
hugs.  Dad, thank you for always 
challenging me to try new things 
and to better myself.  Thank you 
both for believing in me every step 
of my journey through life and 
giving me every opportunity you 
could.  To Matt, my not so little 
brother, I am so lucky to share with 
you the relationship we have.  You 
are my rock and I am so proud of 

the person you are growing into every 
day.  I cherish every moment I get to 
spend as your sister.

Lastly, to the two girls that stood by my 
side this year.  Tay and Leah, you are two 
of the most hard working, phenomenal 

ladies I know.  This year 
would not have been the 
same without our early 
morning tea and coffee 
meetings, nor would it have 
been easy without your 
constant encouragement.   
It has been a privilege 
working alongside you.

This year has been a rollercoaster ride 
for so many of us, and through thick 
and thin, we made it to the end.  I am so 
grateful, for so many things.  But most 
of all I am grateful for this place, these 
hallways, this family.  I am so grateful that 
for 12 years I have been able to arrive 
at this home away from home where I 
have learnt so much about life and who 
I am.  And I am so grateful that even 
though my chapter here is coming to 
an end, it is just the beginning of this 
journey for many more girls to come. 

In closing, I leave you with a quote.  
“Books and cleverness, there are 
more important things: friendship and 
bravery.”- Hermione Granger.  Be brave 
in your actions and thoughts.  Cherish 
the friendships you make in these halls.  
Grab every opportunity with open 
hands.  My heart truly does abideth here.  
Ave Maris Stella. 
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“Books and cleverness, 
there are more important things: 

friendship and bravery” 
Hermione Granger.

BY JOSIE VISSER



PARENTS’ ASSOCIATION
report

The PA consists of a small group of dedicated parents 
who give of their time on a voluntary basis, and our 
success is dependent on the support and co-operation 
of the larger Maris Stella Family. During the past year the 
PA enjoyed the full support of Mrs Schmidt, the staff and 
entire Maris Stella family, for which we are most grateful.

Once again the PA had a very busy year, during which 
the following events were held:
• Fun Walk and Mini Olympics: funds raised R55 874.50
• Annual Golf Day: funds raised R21 319.00
• Matric Fashion Show: funds raised R6 584.70
• Raffle: funds raised R62 719.00
• Infinity Club: funds raised R5 386.00
• Puss in Boots: funds raised R4 250.00
• I Heart Maris Stella Market: funds raised R9 912.19

In round terms the PA raised R166 045.00. In the current 
economic environment, this is no mean feat. The money 
raised is utilised for the upgrade of school facilities, which 
this year was the courtyard bathroom renovation, the 
kitchen renovation, the Sick Room revamp, and Staff 
room renovation.

Although the PA’s main objective is 
fundraising, we believe that all parents, 
friends, family and girls who attended 
our functions thoroughly enjoyed 
themselves at the events.

During 2015, we had two of our 
members resign, and three new 
members join.  We welcome new 
members and urge any interested 
moms or dads to contact us.

In conclusion I would like to thank each 
and every one of the PA Members for 
all their hard work and dedication this 
past year.

We are looking forward to another rewarding and 
successful year in 2016.
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BY GUDRUN POWELL



PREPARATORY PRIZEGIVING
GRADE 4 
Diligence: for being conscientious, 
hardworking and displaying a positive 
attitude towards their school work, 
these girls have shown care and effort 
throughout the year, in three or more 
learning areas:
Megan Cholwich
Jennifer Li
Alwande Khanyile
Tara Lingard
Tannah Smith
Gina Ten-Bokkel Huinink

Progress: awarded to girls who have 
shown the largest Improvement in 
aggregate from Term 2 to 4. Progress 
must have been made in three or more 
learning areas.
Georgia Caro
Anelisa Manyoni
Senamile Ngcobo
Apeksha Singh
Isabella Strydom

Academic Achievement: for an 
aggregate of between 80 and 84%:
Emily Blyth 
Tatum Brouard
Megan Grout
Cassidy Harris 
Kate Harris
Ciajal Maharaj
Nolwazi Mdunge
Wellile Maziya
Lathitha Ntlahla
Dhiya Panday
Lauren Walsh
Academic Excellence: for an aggregate 
of 85% and above:
Ella Briant
Alice Charlton
Alessia Maingard
Thea Naidoo
Third Place and Academic Excellence 
Award: Saskya Ramdas with 89%
In Second Place and Academic 
Excellence Award:  Robyn Aaron with 
89.3%

In First Place and Academic Excellence 
Award: Jamie le Roux with 90.3% 

GRADE 5
Diligence: 
Rebecca Fouquereaux
Isabella Lund
Emma Maritz
Gemma Murphy
Yashna Padayachee
Tarlia Samuels
Tejal Soodyall

Progress:
Chloë Coyle-Dowling
Jenna Martin
Amahle Phiri

Academic Achievement: for an 
aggregate of between 80 and 84%:
Hannah Dix
Megan Fowler
Sophie Herman
Rachel Hudson
Cara Message
Zora Merkofer
Sasthi Naidoo
Holly Nightingale
Tatum Stewardson
Wanga Ramenu 
Jannah Winter

Academic Excellence: 85% and above:
Third Place and Academic Excellence 
Award: Jasmine Wylie with 84.8%
Second Place and Academic Excellence 
Award: Sian Trent with 85%
First Place Academic Excellence Award: 
Shasthi Naidoo with 90% 

GRADE 6
Progress:
Kiara Kassie
Londeka Manyoni

Commendable Work: for an aggregate 
of between 75% and 79%:
Mia Blythe 
Katelyn Chetty
Hanna Coppola
Isabella Hislop
Jessica Hollinshead
Yuvika Lutchman
Sofia Maingard

Denaé Naicker
Sibaya Nicholson
Chloé Pillay
Teagan Pearce
Limakatso Ramokoena
Sonali Reathlall
Grace Symington
Jordyn Wakeling 

Academic Achievement: for an 
aggregate of between 80 and 84%:
Lauren Dobeyn
Sara Elliot
Joanne Gersbach
Erin Lazarus
Laura McAlister
Talia Persadh
Sarah Randelhoff
Kaitlynn Sitharam
Julia Tostee
Josephine Walton

Academic Excellence: 85% and above:
Lara Firth
Rachel Henry
Kamishka Pather 
Third Place and receiving an Academic 
Excellence Award: Madison Briant with 
87.3%

Second place and receiving an 
Academic Excellence Award: Shristi 
Sooklal  with 87.6%

First place and receiving an award of 
Academic Excellence: Pooja Magan 
with 88.1%  

GRADE 7
Diligence:
Caitlyn Fowler
Yeshni Gounden
Gabriella Innes
Arya Maharaj
Ukhonaye Mazwembe
Klara Przywarski 
Riya Shah
Ella Wium

Progress:
Jaime van der Walt
Andria van der Linde

Commendable Work: for an aggregate 
of between 75-79%:
Malaika Abu

Andiswa Gumbi
Destinee Jones
Ashley le Roux
Keisha Moonasar
Lekayler Murugan
Alayna Naidu
Tariro Nyamayaro
Nicole Reddy
Chloë van den Berg

Academic achievement: for an 
aggregate of between 80 and 84%:
Kaylyn Asgeir-Nielsen
Jessica Cholwich
Demi Coskey
Hanna Khan
Lindelwa Ndawo
Jody Ribbink
Academic Excellence: 85 % and above:
Gemma Erskine
Jodi Nobin
Shriyaa Sooklal

GRADE 7 SPECIAL AWARDS
Snoekie du Plessis Prep Choir Trophy 
Award: The first special award goes to a 
choir member who exudes enthusiasm, 
displays a positive attitude and a real 
passion for Choir. She also understands 
the ethics of Choir work: Tariro 
Nyamayaro.

The Courtois Trophy for General 
Knowledge: is awarded to the girl who 
achieved the highest mark in the General 
Knowledge Quiz.  This year it goes to a 
young lady in Grade 6- Kamishka Pather 

Joel Peterson trophy for isiZulu: Andiswa 
Gumbi with a year mark of 92%.

Tribute was paid to very talented young 
lady in Grade 7, Shriyaa Sooklal.  Her 
outstanding results in all areas of the 
curriculum were achieved through her 
well-grounded attitude, her commitment 
to strive for excellence and continued 
dedication. Shriyaa achieved first place 
in all 8 of her subjects and was the 
recipient of the following awards:
First in English with a year mark of 89.8% 
and the recipient of the Sister Jacquie 
Dormehl Memorial Trophy. First in 
Afrikaans with a year mark of 92.8% and 
the recipient of the Afrikaans Trophy. 
First in Mathematics with a year mark 
of 95.2%, and the recipient of the D.J 
Drake Trophy. First in Social Sciences 
with a year mark of 90%, and the 
recipient of the Social Science Trophy.   
First in Natural Science with a year 
mark of 88.8% and the recipient of the 
Bartholomew Trophy.  First in EMS with a 
year mark of 91.4% and the recipient of 
the EMS Trophy. First in Art and Culture 
with a year mark of 92.4% and the 
recipient of the Art and Culture Trophy. 
Shriyaa also received The Rama Asary 
Trophy for Excellence in Languages 
which is awarded to a young lady who 
achieved the highest combined average 
in Languages. First in Languages with a 
combined mark of 91%.

Holy Family Trophy for Christian 
Leadership Award: for a pupil who 
has shown Christian Leadership in the 
Prep School. This pupil is committed 
to her faith and to developing a closer 
relationship with God through her 
activities. She lives the faith that she 
professes by always being kind and 
considerate towards others and by 
setting an example of humility and love 
for one another: Jessica Cholwich. 

Drake Best All-Rounder Trophy:  this 
trophy was donated by Bruce Powers 
in memory of his grandmother, Francis 
Drake who attended Maris Stella in 
1904. She was a multi-talented young 
lady who involved herself fully in school 
life. For her talents both in and out of 
the classroom, the Drake Best All-Round 
Trophy for 2015 is awarded to Kaylyn 
Asgeir-Nielsen.

Proxime Accessit: shared between 
Gemma Erskine and Jodi Nobin, both 
with an overall aggregate of 85.6%.

Junior Dux for 2015:  Shriyaa Sooklal 
with an aggregate of 91.7%.

Mike Beetar Memorial Trophy for 
Good Fellowship: this award is 
determined purely from a vote by all 
the Grade 7 girls. The recipient of this 
most prestigious award received an 
overwhelming majority of her peers’ 
votes. Our Good Fellow for 2015 is 
Jody Ribbink.
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HIGH SCHOOL PRIZEGIVING
GRADE 8
Certificates for Progress were awarded to:
Suvania Naidoo
Chloë Garrioch
Caitlyn Vishnand
Certificates for Diligence were awarded to:
Jorja Ashford
Heshanya Doorsamy
Gina Hogg
Bianca Hooper
Arielle Jack

Certificates for ACADEMIC 
ACHIEVEMENT, awarded for an 
aggregate of between 80 – 84%: 
Alisha Chutarpal
Hannah Constantine
Adaeze Enebechi
Bronwyn Harris
Kayla Hinchliffe
Lulu Mbanga
Anya Muller
Dara Muller
Kwazikwakhe Ndlovu
Ukhona Ngcongo
Lucy Paynter
Jessica Petzer
Chayanne Pillay
Rebecca Standage

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE certificates are 
awarded to those girls who achieved an 
aggregate of 85% or more: 
Survivor Gwala: Third in Grade 8
Megan Lombard: Second in Grade 8
Amy Randlehoff: First in Grade 8

GRADE 9  
Certificates for Progress were awarded to:
Fathima Aniff
Sanele Dlamini
Claudia Dus
Alessandra Meloni
Kaylee Van der Westhuisen

Certificates for Diligence were awarded to:
Rachel Herrington
Kenda Lang
Megan McFerren
Kaede Persadh
Riya Sanker
Anathi Xaba

Certificates for ACADEMIC 
ACHIEVEMENT, awarded for an 
aggregate of between 80 – 84%: 
Hannah Dobeyn
Catherine Dunn
Tyra-Clé Fynn
Nidhi Govender
Mayukha Govind Ram

Tyra Iyer
Atara Jawahir
Jordan Lambert
Cerryn Ryan
Ashlyn Wheatley

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE certificates are 
awarded to those girls who achieved an 
aggregate of 85% or more: 
Lesharia Pillay
Talia Nazar

Mayukha Pillay : Third in Grade
Tereka Glen: Second in Grade
Lila Heath: First in Grade

GRADE 10
In Grades 10 to 12, all the subjects carry 
a maximum total of 100 marks with the 
exception of LO which carries a total 
of 50 marks.  The aggregate is therefore 
based on a mark out of 650 for the year 
aggregate.

A Progress certificate was awarded to 
Mila Stepanik.

CERTIFICATE OF MERIT: for those who 
achieved between 455-487 marks, an 
aggregate of between 70 – 75%:
Gabrielle da Silva
Jenna De Fleuriot De La Coliniere
Rachel Evans 
Jamie Gertenbach
Laura Herman
Alison Hogg
Alexia Jennings
Jamie Moore
Kiara Munsamy
Riya Pillay 
Courtney Stuart
Khutso Thulare
Tegan Sinclair

ACADEMIC HALF - COLOURS: for 
between 488-519 marks, an aggregate 
of between 75 – 79%:
Kiara Chetty
Cailin Donachie
Crystal Jaftha
Latisha Pema
Charét Savrimuthu
Shanté Vrey

ACADEMIC FULL COLOURS:  For 
between 520 and 552 marks, an 
aggregate of between 80 – 84%:
Kriti Bansal
Mvelo Nzimande
Chloë Payze
Jenna Rabie
Qondisa Sibeko
Nikita Sitharam
Daniella Smith
Nehal Vaid

ACADEMIC HONOURS:  For more than 
553 marks, an aggregate mark of 85% 
and above:
Shirali Chetty: Second in Grade 10
Catherine Harrison: First in Grade 10 

GRADE 11
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT: For those who 
achieved between 455-487 marks, an 
aggregate of between 70 – 74%:
Michaela Borodinsky
Georgina Brink
Kelly Bruce
Erin Burgess
Nicole Coetzee
Melissa Costa
Courtney du Preez
Kelly Ebing
Julia Harrison
Gina Hooper
Kristin Prior
Jordan-Lee Odams
Nicol Randeria
Alice Wootton

ACADEMIC HALF - COLOURS:  For 
between 488-519 marks, an aggregate 
of between 75 – 80%:
Dominique Daruty de Grandpre
Dana Glennie
Afika Mbeje
Jessica-Leigh Metcalfe
Dhiyora Naidoo
Lara Smithers

ACADEMIC FULL COLOURS:   For 
between 520 and 552 marks, an 
aggregate of between 80 – 85%:
Danielle du Preez
Olivia Keirby-Smith
Megan Montocchio
Sarah Ward

ACADEMIC HONOURS:  For more than 
553 marks, an aggregate mark of over 85%:
Amber Paynter: Academic Honours and 
second in Grade 11
Sarah Herrington: Academic Honours 
and first in Grade 11

GRADE 12
Awards in Grade 12 are based on a 
weighted combination of Year marks 
and Trial Examinations.

CERTIFICATE OF MERIT: For an 
aggregate of between 70 – 75%:
Keiron-Ashleigh Boosi
Genevieve Ducray
Christine Jameson
Georgina Keirby-Smith
Ntwenhle Khumalo

ACADEMIC HALF - COLOURS: For an 
aggregate of between 75 – 80%:
Jessica Broderick
Kaeleigh Elliott
Thanghu Jo Mathew
Tyla-Jane Roberts

ACADEMIC FULL COLOURS: For an 
aggregate of between 80 – 85%:
Jasmine Allan
Sabiha Bassa
Yilan Gong
Amber Massey
Thusmika Pillay
Tayler Poole
Caroline Purnell
Robyn Wimberley

ACADEMIC HONOURS: For an 
aggregate mark of over 85%:
Leah Amod
Emily Bennett
Amy Hislop
Junlin Pan
Josie Visser

SUBJECT PRIZES:
The Holy Family South African 
Centenary Trophy and book prize for 
the top overall pupil in English, Afrikaans 
Trophy and Book Prize for the top pupil 
in Afrikaans , Afrikaans Oral trophy, 
French Trophy and book prize for top 
pupil in French, the Elaine de Rauville 
Memorial Trophy for French Oral, the 
Archbishop Hurly Trophy and Book Prize 
for the top Life Sciences student:  
Emily Bennett.

English Oral Trophy: Genevieve Ducray.

Verhoef Trophy for the Most 
Improved Student in Afrikaans, and the 
International Sailors’ Society Trophy for 
the Most Improved student in Practical 
Art : Natalie Dos Santos.

The Nokubonga Mhlongo Memorial 
Trophy and book prize for top pupil 
in isiZulu and the isiZulu Oral Trophy: 
Usihlengile Shandu.

A certificate of Recognition for 
outstanding improvement in isiZulu: 
Ntwenhle Khumalo.

The Sister Gertrude Trophy and book 
prize for Mathematics, Physical Sciences 
Trophy and book prize for the top 
pupil in Physical Science, Geography 
Trophy and book prize for the top pupil 
in Geography, and the Life Orientation 
book prize and Trophy : Leah Amod.

Mathematical Literacy prize for the 
top pupil in Mathematical Literacy, the 
Business Studies trophy and book prize 
sponsored by PWC for the top student 
in Business Studies, the Consumer 
Studies Trophy and book prize, and the 
Ashby-Sutherland Trophy for Excellence 
in Drama performance: Jasmine Allan.

History Trophy and book Prize for the 
top pupil in History, and the Torrie Van 
Jaarsveldt Memorial Trophy for the Top 
pupil in Drama: Josie Visser.

Carol Eichstadt Trophy for Mapwork, 
and the Gaylard Trophy for Art for the 
top student overall: Robyn Wimberley.

The Michelle Mc Bean Memorial 
Trophy for Accounting and book prize 
sponsored by PWC: Junlin Pan.

Consumer Studies Practical Prize: 
Georgina Keirby-Smith.

The Kenlyn Sutherland Drama Trophy, for 
enthusiasm and participation in Drama:  
Valentine Sterling-Court.

The Brigitta Gaylard Trophy for Art 
Practical: Rosa Jordan.

SPECIAL AWARDS
The Principal’s Award to the Head Girl 
and Deputy Head Girls, for their service 
and contribution to the life of the school: 
Josie Visser, Leah Amod and Tayler Poole.

The Maris Stella Old Girls’ Achievement 
Award is awarded to a pupil who has 
made a special contribution to the 
school in the cultural field incorporating 
the Arts, Music or Drama.  This year the 
award goes to a pupil who has amongst 
other things been actively involved 
over the years in numerous school 
productions and House Plays, she has 
also been a committed member of the 
Senior Choir and this year she performed 
one of the lead roles in our school 
musical: Josie Visser.

The Eleanor Hough Community Work 
Trophy: The recipient of this award has 
demonstrated a sincere commitment to 
community service throughout her time 
at Maris Stella.  She has led by example 
and has not only been fully committed 
to hands on involvement in community 
service projects herself but has also 
inspired and motivated others to be 
involved as well: Tyla-Jane Roberts.

Rebecca Benn Award for Fortitude: The 
recipient of this award has faced her 

challenges with courage, a strong faith 
perseverance and positive attitude. Her 
diligence and commitment to all that she 
does is especially noteworthy.   She is a 
most worthy recipient of this Fortitude 
Award: Christine Jameson.

The Holy Family Trophy for Christian 
Leadership: The recipient of this award 
has been humble, kind and has always 
put others before herself.  She has lived 
her faith in all that she does: Tyla-Jane 
Roberts.

The Christine Scribante Memorial 
Trophy for exceptional diligence: This 
award goes to a young lady who 
has an outstanding work ethic. She 
has impressed each and every one 
of her teachers with her dedicated 
commitment to her work and 
exceptional diligence: Junlin Pan.

The Emile Scott Macnab Trophy 
for graciousness : This award goes 
to a young lady who epitomises 
graciousness in every aspect of her 
being.  She is unfailingly polite and kind 
and her interactions with others are 
always marked by a genuine, caring 
engagement with them: Leah Amod.

The Esprit de corps Trophy – Esprit de 
corps is French term and means literally, 
“the spirit of the body”, with the body in 
this case meaning “group”. Another way 
of expressing it is a spirit of devotion 
and enthusiasm among members of a 
group for one another, their group and 
its purposes. This award goes to a young 
lady who has definitely been the spirit 
within the group this year.  Her energy 
coupled with her enthusiastic approach 
to all that she does has not only 
endeared her to staff and peers alike but 
has also motived those with whom she 
has come into contact: 
Valentine Sterling-Court.

The Good Fellowship Award:  Voted by 
the Grade 12 girls: Leah Amod.

Proxime Accessit (Runner-Up To Dux): 
Emily Bennett.

2015 Dux: Leah Amod.

The Susan Keane Memorial Trophy for 
THE COMPLETE MARIS STELLA GIRL: 
Encompassing Academic, Cultural, 
Sporting and Community achievements 
and endeavors, and epitomising the Ethos 
of Maris Stella. This award is voted for by 
the Gr 12 teachers.  This year’s recipient 
has immersed herself in every aspect 
of school life and her commitment to 
school has never wavered.  We believe 
that she completely embodies the 
Ethos of Maris Stella and we have no 
doubt that she will go out and continue 
to make a positive contribution to 
whichever society she finds herself in: 
Josie Visser.
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ATHLETICS & CROSS COUNTRY
Anchor Award - Ukhonaye Mazwembe
Junior Athlete of Year - 
Grace Symington & Isabella Halstead
Senior Athlete of Year - 
Courtney du Preez  

BADMINTON
Senior Player of Year - Riya Pillay  
 
INDOOR HOCKEY
U14A Anchor Award - Kelsey Wassink
U16A Anchor Award - Kate Rode
U16B Anchor Award - Amy Mehzer
U16C Anchor Award - Kelly Cheall
2nd Team Anchor Award - Jade Wells
1st Team Anchor Award - Kelly Bruce
U14 Player of Year - Megan Lombard
U16 Player of Year - Lila Heath
OPEN Player of Year - Aphiwe Joyisa

OUTDOOR HOCKEY
Most Improved U10 - 
Ryleigh Rutherford & Robyn Aaron
Most Improved U11 - Jenna Martin
Most Improved U13A - Rachel Henry
Most Improved U13B - Erica Hair
U10 Anchor Award - Megan Cholwich
U11 Anchor Award - Cara Message
U13B Anchor Award - Ella Wium
U13A Anchor Award - Demi Coskey
U14B Anchor Award - Hannah Watt
U14A Anchor Award - Melissa Mpako
U16B Anchor Award - Savannah Papenfus
U16A Anchor Award - Sophie Rivalland
2nd Team Anchor Award - Kristin Prior
1st Team Anchor Award - Kelly Ebing
U10 Most Promising - Alice Charlton
U11 Most Promising - Isabella Halstead
U13B Most Promising - Sara Elliot
U13A Most Promising - Lindelwa Ndawo
U14 Player of Year - Georgia Erskine
U16 Player of Year - Talia Nazar
OPEN Player of Year - Courtney du Preez

NETBALL    
U10B Most Improved - Brygitte Barnabus
U10A Most Improved - Dhiya Panday
U11 Most Improved - Isabella Lund
U12 Most Improved - Treya Mothilal
U13 Most Improved - Keisha Moonasar
U14 Most Improved - Maxine Butler
U15 Most Improved - Anathi Xaba
U16 Most Improved - Nikita Sitharam
1st Team Most Improved - 
Megan Montochio
U10B Anchor Award - Samafuze Ngcobo
U10A Anchor Award - Senamile Ngcobo
U11 Anchor Award - Shasthi Naidoo
U12 Anchor Award - Savanah Kerdachi
U13 Anchor Award - Malaika Abu
U14 Anchor Award - Amy Randelhoff
U15 Anchor Award - Naledi Cele
U16 Anchor Award - Alison Hogg
1st Team Anchor Award - Caroline Purnell
U10B Most Promising - Nasipha Dlamini
U10A Most Promising - Nyiko Mathe
U11 Most Promising - Gemma Murphy
U12 Most Promising - Sarah Randelhoff
U13 Most Promising - Lindelwa Ndawo
U14 Player of Year - Luyanda Ndlovu
U15 Player of Year - Claudia Coppola
U16 Player of Year - Qondisa Sibeko
1st Player of Year - Amy Posthumus
   
SOFTBALL    
Anchor Award - Tegan Sinclair
Player of Year - Courtney Stuart
  
SOCCER    
Player of Year - Kenda Lang
 
SWIMMING     
Junior Swimmer of Year -
Kaylyn Asgeir-Nielsen
Senior Swimmer of Year -
Keli Reynolds

TENNIS    
Junior: Prep Player of Year - 
Savannah Paton
Senior: High School
Player of Year -  Kayla Colby 

KZN ACHIEVERS 2015
Tarlia Samuels - Acrobatics
Joanne Gersbach - Artistic Gymnastics
Tannah Smith - Artistic Gymnastics, 
Cross Country KZN
Casey Kesaris- Artistic Gymnastics
Riya Pillay- Karate (also selected for
the SA Development team which
participated in Mozambique), Badminton 
KZN U17B
Georgina Packham -
Lifesaving KZN U14A
Sarah Volek - Lifesaving KZN U14B
Adrienne Dickason -
Lifesaving KZN U14B
Teegan Hardwick - Lifesaving KZN
Junior B & Academy Squad, Waterpolo 
KZN U16
Caitlin Steen - Rhythmic Gymnastics
Ashleigh Prinsloo -
Rhythmic Gymnastics
Babsi Mkhize - Rhythmic Gymnastics
Talia Nazar- Rhythmic Gymnastics
Mia Blythe - Synchronised Swimming
Lathitha Ntlahta -
Synchronised Swimming
Caroline Purnell -
Action Netball KZN U17B
Amy Randelhoff -
Action Netball KZN U14A
Luyanda Ndlovu -
Action Netball KZN U14A
Courtney du Preez- Athletics
KZN Schools, Junior & Senior Team
3rd fastest U17 800m time in SA – IAAF
World Qualification, Hockey KZN U18A
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Rachel Evans - Badminton KZN U17B
Isabella Halstead - Hockey KZN U12B
Lila Heath - Hockey KZN U14A
Kaitlyn Ramduth - Tennis KZN U13B
Kaylyn Asgeir-Nielsen -
Swimming KZN Schools
Courtney Stuart -
Softball KZN U17 Squad
Tracey Powell- Softball KZN U17 Squad
Georgia Erskine - Water Polo KZN U14
Lila Heath - Waterpolo KZN U14
Megan Lombard - Waterpolo KZN U14
Cerin Vaughan - Waterpolo KZN U15

Gabriella Alessandri -
Karate SA - African Cup
Emma-Leigh Chisholm - SA Karate
2011 (Commonwealth to Australia)
2013 (Commonwealth to Canada)
(Youth World Cup in Greece)
2015 (Youth World Cup in Croatia)

BEST IN AGE GROUP TROPHIES   
Grade 4 - Tannah Smith
Grade 5 - Isabella Halstead
Grade 6 - Grace Symington
Grade 7 -
Kaylyn Asgeir-Nielsen & Savannah Paton
Grade 8 - Megan Lombard
Grade 9 - Lila Heath
Grade 10 - Teegan Hardwick
Grade 11 - Courtney du Preez
Grade 12 - Caroline Purnell
Overall Victrix Ludorum -
Courtney du Preez



 
 

PREP (GRADE 4 -7)
ART
Artist of the Year - Shriyaa Sooklal
Anchor Awards – 
Shristi Sooklal
Ashley le Roux
Most Promising – 
Megan Grout
Jessica Hollinshead
Certificates of Recognition -
Megan Cholwich (3rd at DUT)
Sophie Lawson (1st at DUT)

PUBLIC SPEAKING
Speaker of the Year - Shriya Sooklal
Anchor Award - Chloë Crozier
Most Promising Debator – 
Dyani Sewram

MUSIC
Performer of the Year - Jennifer Li
Anchor Awards – 
Tatum Brouard
Senamile Ngcobo
Most Promising – 
Wanga Ramenu
Hannah Dix

DRAMA
Performer of the Year - Shriyaa Sooklal
Anchor Awards – 
Demi Coskey
Pooja Magan
Most Promising – 
Rachel Henry
Holly Davey

HIGH SCHOOL (GRADE 8-12)
ART
Junior Artist of the Year - Ciarra Mooney
Most Promising Junior Artist – 
Maxine Butler
Senior Anchor Award – 
Danica D’Oliveira
Certificates of Recognition -
Robyn Wimberley (Wildlife competition)
Courtney Blandin de Chalain 
(1st at DUT)
Ntokozo Ndlovu (2nd at DUT)
Myticia Moodley (ArtScape)
Natalie Dos Santos (ArtScape)
Jordan Beatt (ArtScape)
Half Colours - Rosa Jordan

PUBLIC SPEAKING
Certificates of Recognition -
Alisha Chutarpal
Heshanya Doorsamy
Bronwyn Harris

TOASTMASTERS
Best Speaker - 
Micayla Caetano and Nokwazi Bhengu 
Best Evaluator - 
Rebecca Golan and Gina Hooper 
Best Impromptu - 
Nicol Randeria and Olivia Keirby-Smith
Youth Leadership Award - 
Chloé dos Reis
 
DANCE
Certificates of Recognition -
Stephanie Beagle
Megan Mordaunt
Half-Colours (re-award)-
Savannah De Almeida
Full Colours -
Kaeleigh Elliot
Alannah Hogan

Alexa Haasbroek
Full Colours (re-award) - Erin Burgess
Anchor Award -
Lara Smithers (choreography for
Hairspray and House Plays)

MUSIC
Most Promising Junior Performer -
Atara Jawahir
Most Promising Senior Performer -
Nicole Coetzee
Most Promising Choir Member -
Dhenishta Chetty
Performer of the Year & Half-Colours- 
Siphosethu Goduka

DRAMA
Certificate of Recognition -
Jessica Metcalfe (backstage 4 years 
service)
Scroll – 
Sarah Ward (4 years service)
Nokwazi Bhengu
Half-Colours -
Josie Visser
Valentine Sterling-Court
Georgina Brink
Most Promising Junior Performer -
Ukhona Ngcongo
Junior Anchor Awards – 
Bronwyn Harris
Tyra-Clé Fynn
Junior Performer of the Year -
Maxine Butler
Most Promising Senior Performer -
Sophie Ardé
Senior Anchor Awards – 
Chloé dos Reis
Nicole Coetzee
Senior Performer of the Year -
Olivia Keirby-Smith
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CULTURAL AWARDS
2015

toastmasters

prep cultural evening
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At Aspyre we know that big ideas are born from 

the smallest thoughts. Which is why we are proud 

to support the bright young minds at Maris Stella.

Congratulations to the class of 2015. 

May your big ideas inspire great dreams.
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Pre-school
2015

Grade
000

This year we have continued to 
grow our relationship with the 
residents of the Mary Asher and 
St Gabriel’s homes. They delight 
in our visits to them each term, 
and it is very evident that our 
little girls bring them so much 

happiness. They enjoyed their outings to Maris 
Stella this year for Grandparents’ day, as well as 
our Christmas concert. It is wonderful to listen to 
their comments during the performances - they 

really dote on the girls and are quite vocal in their 
praise! Our weekly ‘Funky Food Fridays’ charity 
collection adds up over the course of a year 
and enables us to do something special for these 
dear folk.  At the end of last year we bought 
tiles for them to redo the floors of their lounge 
and entrance hall in St Gabriel’s, and it really has 
made a big difference. Each time we visited Mary 
Asher and St Gabriel’s, we took a small gift for the 
residents. The generosity of the families in the Pre-
school is greatly appreciated.

PRE-SCHOOL CHARITY REPORT

Front Row:    N. Mokoena, J. Hobbs, G. Campbell Barnard, A. Dreyer, R. Mark, 

                    K. Coffin-Grey, A. Dlamini
Second Row: K. Lutchman, G. de Gee, B. Hayes, S. Conde, J. Savage, E, Fynn, K. Mathe, S. Patinos

Third Row:     Mrs S. Grunewald, G. Hancock, T. Komal, A. Wilson, V. Badree, A. Ewing, 

                    E. Vermuelen, Miss R. Naidoo

First Row:       A. Breytenbach, E. Francis, V. Harverson, S. Joubert, M. Pearce, A. Mkhize, 
                     J. DembarembaSecond Row:  S. Wilson, D. Govender, R. Weideman, N. Mbelu, A. Phiri, N. Joseph, C. Bond, 
                     K. Marimuthu
Third Row:      Mrs T. Hardwick, Z. Gumede, A. Maziya, K. Gibson, S. Grunewald, S. Bowyer, 
                     L. Kalidin, S. Harridaw. Absent: H. Staude

Grade
00

Build a burger!

Easter Egg Hunt

Burgers are the best! Many of our Pre-school families came along to enjoy an informal meal together.

The Easter bunny’s feet go 

hop, hop, hop and his big 

bunny ears go flop, flop, 

flop …

Cooking Show

Page kindly sponsored by the Phiri Family
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Grade R 
Green

Front Row:      E. Laurenz, L. Hopwood, S. Coleman, E. Farnaby, D. Dreyer, K. Pillay, R. Storm

Second Row:  T. Motta, A. Dlamini, R. Naidoo, C. Elliot, A. Sachdeva, M. Ndlovu, S. Harribarran,         

                     C. Fraser, S. Bonhomme
Third Row:      Mrs G. Crick, M. Maharaj, K. Fobo, M. Bell, C. Innes, A. Mark, C. Hayes, M. Omar,

                     Absent: B. Lambert

Front Row:     A. Dlamini, A. Maingard, S. Canciani, C. Crick, A. Sachdeva, S. Manilall, H. Slaughter
Second Row:   L. Braithwaite,  R. Moshesh, E. Houston, C. Farland, L. Ngcongo, L. Madida 
                     A. Shabangu, S. Wilson, Y. PillayThird Row:     Mrs A. Tucker, R. Dean, L. Dinsdale; A. Aaron, K. Ramduth, M. van Rooyen, R. Sooklal, A. Peria   

Grade RYellow

Dads & Daughters

Mother’s Day

Pre-school
2015

We love spending time 

with our dads, especially 

when it’s at night! We love 

showing them what we do 

at school each day.

Mommy, mommy I 

love you so, love you 

more dearly than 

you’ll ever know

Page kindly sponsored by the Yellow Group
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Pre-school
Sport 2015

Pre-school
Culture 2015

Mini Olympics

Funky
Food

Friends
Gala

Ballet

Sports 
  Day

Excitement was tangible in the 
Pre-school the week before our 
Christmas concert. Finally, the moment 

arrived and it was time to shine on 
the stage! The Blue and Red Groups 
enthralled us all with their absolutely 
enchanting performance of ‘Christmas in 

the jungle’, while the Gr R girls reminded 

us of the true meaning of Christmas 
in their depiction of the Nativity. It was 

so special to have the story acted out 

in a simple, innocent way. Well done 
to all the girls in the Pre-school for a 
wonderful, heart-warming concert.

Christmas Concert
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Pre-school
Events 2015

Our Class Bears are very special!

Grandparents Day
Grandparents 

are very special 
people, without 
them our world 
would be bleak Circus Day!

There was more clowning 
around than usual when 
we explored the Circus 
theme! We particularly 
enjoyed being entertained 
by the circus puppet show.

“ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE, LOVE, 

LOVE, LOVE IS ALL YOU NEED”

The Pre-school grandparents 

were taken back to the era of the 

sensational Beatles!

Our little girls were transformed into 

attractive grannies and grandpas and 

performed many of the well-known 

Beatles’ songs. The grandparents 

were delighted, and they sang along 

enthusiastically. Our girls loved being 

on stage and entertained the 

elderly folk enthusiastically



Louis Lombard
P H O T O G R A P H Y
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2015Junior Primary

GRADE  1P

GRADE  1S

This is what they mean

32 Page kindly sponsored by 1S

GRADE ONE CHARITY 
REPORT 2015

The two grade one classes decided to support the South African Guide Dog Society again this year. Di Turner 
from the society has made sure that the girls are kept up to date by ensuring that we receive their monthly magazines. In the fourth term she came to visit us with a friend of hers, a blind lady, and they chatted to us about life as a blind person. The girls learnt how they go shopping, get dressed and even do their own housework- very interesting!

We were able to donate a substantial amount to the society from our weekly “Baker” contributions. Thank you girls!

Our donation will go towards the sponsorship of guide dog puppies.

Flag Animal Farm

Mini Town

First Row:           E. Vermuelen; S. Rampiari; N. Mwandla; Mrs. L Pearce; M. Bougardt; A. Ramkissoon; O. Coppola.
Second Row:      T. Govender; C. Simpson; K. Thackwray; N. Nkabinde; A. Manuel; N. Saroop.
Third Row:         O. Poezyn; L. Laurenz; A. Kalonji; S. Felix; M. Slinger; A. Shah; R Govind Ram.
Fourth Row:       A-M. Alberts; J. Rogowska; L. Mattheos; E. Joseph; M. Flynn; G. Snyman.

First Row:           N. Ramkissoon; T. Mathe; J. Smith; Mrs. A. Sykes; R. Olivier; P. Pramjee; R. Kast.
Second Row:      A. Theophilus; P. Davies; T. Adonis; S Brannigan; J. Sewnath; M. Steen.
Third Row:         G. Laurenz; H. Savage; I. Coyle-Dowling; E. Dix; S. McCormack; D. Naicker.
Fourth Row:       G. King; J. Randelhoff; E. Hudson; N. Manqele; E. Joseph; L. Khumalo.
Absent:              M. Kassie; C. da Silva; A. Jones.

Italian restaurant or is it speaking Italian? ( Erin Joseph)

a type of calculator  (Shakira Rampiari)

introducing someone to another person (Avyukta Shah)

type of sickness (Ava-Mae Alberts)

a kind of education (Neha Saroop)

Chaperone
Duplicate
Improvise
Agapanthus
Altercation

Big Words

33Page kindly sponsored by 1P



GRADE  2D

GRADE  2S

Front:                 S. Ramouthar.
First Row:           S. Dixon; S. Soloman; Mrs. Dalton; W, Msomi; M. King.
Second Row:      N. Thapliyal; K. Martin; C. Wylie; S. Gumede.
Third Row:         S. Harker; M. Mhlongo; E. Killian; B. Malton (mentor); T. Allwright (mentor); M. Stewart; S. Singh; B. Mkhize.
Absent:              H. Redman; K. Varyani.

First Row:           C. Louw; M. Schoonberg, M. Lombaard; Mrs J Da Silva; K. Naicker; A. King; T. Zwane.
Second Row:      N. Nkambule; A. Dasrath; L. Moodley; E. Jordan; V. Omote; Z. Khan; L. Francis; N. Jagasur.
Third Row:          T. Chetty; C. Millard; B. Martin; J. Pan; I. Vainikainen; E. Horsman; T. Naidoo.
Absent:              S. Naidoo.
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2015Junior Primary

GRADE 2 CHARITY REPORT 2015

This year the Grade 2 girls supported two charities.

Throughout the year we collected different food items for 

Tholothando, a children’s home situated in Embo, Hillcrest. 

Each month the girls bought a different item for the home 

and these were then delivered on a monthly basis. We 

also spent the morning there one Saturday. It was a true 

family affair, as all the class parents cooked and made 

bacon and eggs rolls for all the children. Our girls also got 

to have a tour around the home and spend some quality 

time playing with the children at the home.

We also, along with the Grade 3 and 4 girls, raised a large 

amount of money that we donated to the Christmas 4 

Kids Foundation, which helped the children at the Golden 

Gateway school for learners with special needs.

The Grade 2 girls really enjoyed supporting both these 

charities this year.

Cr
oco

dile
 C

ree
k African Bird of Prey 

Sanctuary

Page kindly sponsored by 2D Page kindly sponsored by 2S34



GRADE  3B

GRADE  3H

36

Arshia Mothilal : Dear future husband I want you 
to know that for our first anniversary take me 
on a picnic and watch a movie with a big screen 
under the stars. Make time for me and cuddle 
when I’m cold or give me your jacket. And I 
want a big house with a pool.
 
Roha Pillay: Dear future husband I would like 
you to be very funny and very kind and take 
me on lots of dates. Please do all the cooking 
and have quite a lot of money so I can have a 
lovely house for my children. And I will do lots of 
shopping. Thank you!

Zan Sosibo: Dear future husband. Please take 
care of me and respect me. Buy me lots of 
clothes and love my children. Please sleep on 
the left side of the bed and take me to dinner 
and lunch. Don’t forget our anniversary! Do not 
moan when I go shopping.

First Row:           Z. Mkhize; T. Komal; K. Narotam; M. Baird; E. Robertson; G. Freddy; S. Chetty.
Second Row:      J. Young; T. Nortje; I An; H. Sykes; I. Mitchell; T. Nel.
Third Row:          N. Ramokoena; S. Reathlall; A. Hislop; J. Harbilas; H. Nightingale.
Fourth Row:        L. Masondo; M. Vlotman; J. McAlister; N. Mngoma; T. Govender; K. Petzer.

First Row:           H. Maistry; L. Chili; I. Browne; Mrs B. Handley; A. Thackwray; K. Ramduth; A. Mothilal.
Second Row:      E. McVean; M. van Niekerk; G. Langlois; A. Riggien; C. Smith; K. Morris.
Third Row:          H. Houston McMillan; Z. Sosibo; Y. Ndlovu; A. Ranchod.
Fourth Row:        R. Pillay; L. Muller; R. Bosch; E. Shabangu; O. Nzimande; S. Dlamini.
Absent:               R. Pillay; R. Vaid.
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Gentle as a lamb

Awesome as the sun

Bright as a button

Radiant as an angel

Intelligent as Einstein 

Easy-Going as a fish

Loveable as a kitten

Laughable as a clown

Adorable as a puppy 

Gabriella Langlois                                                                          

Dear future husband...

Marvellous as a magician
Awesome as an angel
Cool as a cucumber
King of the world
Easy-going as a fish
Naughty as a puppy
Zippy as a zebra
Icey as ice

Exciting as a book
Mackenzie van Niekerk

Seula Outing

Page kindly sponsored by 3B Page kindly sponsored by 3H



2015Junior Primary

GRADE IP NEWS
On Sunday I went to my Nana’s house for three sleeps. I took Jessie for a walk and when we got home we had lunch.Monica Slinger

On Sunday my cousins came to my house and they played with the toys. My cousin’s names are Cara and Heather.Olivia Poezyn

Yesterday it was my party and I went on the swing. Then I fell in the sponge pit. I got twenty presents from my friends.Erin Vermeulen

On Friday my friends came for a dinner at my house and we did art and it was a good day.Avyukta Shah

I went to Suncity and I went in the pool. On Saturday I went in the wavepool and I was very scared.
Anjali Ramkissoon

On Friday my mom and dad took me to go horse riding. I rode a brown horse called Keira. She only has one eye. Then we went home.
Ioanna Mattheos
On Thursday Lily came to my house for a play date. We were swimming and we were mermaids. Then we did relay races in the pool.

Leah Laurénz

I went on holiday on Friday and when we were there we played hockey. Then we had dinner. We had a great time. When we got home my dog was happy to see us.Olivia Coppola

I went to my dad’s gym to play squash. I also played at the play area. Then we went to eat some food.
Tiasha Govender
We went to Westville pool and my friend pushed me in the pool. My dad took us to the Pavilion to eat at the Wimpy.Nompilo Mwandla

On Saturday we went to the beach. My dad bought me a set of beads. I made a bangle for my mom.Amelia Manuel
On Friday I went to mini town and we went with Grade 1S. We went on the bus with our party food. I saw the beach. We also saw fish in the water. My favourite part was the Christmas party.Ndalo Nkabinde

Tiasha and I saw little trains. Then we saw a big fish and we also wore civies. Then we had lots of treats. I really enjoyed my day.Shakira Rampiari
Me and my school friends went on the school bus. I was sitting by Ioanna and Olivia. In Mini Town we had a Christmas party. We saw a mini school. My favourite was the mini Nedbank.

Julia Rogowska

On Friday we went on the school bus. Then we had a party. We wore civies. There were little fish and we saw boats.Chloe Simpson

I wish I could fly with God. (Jemma Smith)

I wish I was a detective.  (Emma Dix)

I wish there was no homework.  (Maxine Steen)

I wish I went to Italy. (Amber-Lynn Jones)

I wish I could swim with dolphins.  (Divina Naicker)

I wish I could go to London.  (Emma Hudson)

I wish today was Friday.  (Reid Kast)

I wish today was 29th of April, my birthday.  (Julia Randelhoff)

I wish I could go to the jungle.  (Paige Davies)

I wish I had a puppy.  (Isabella Coyle-Dowling)

I wish I had a pet unicorn.  (Mishka Kassie)

I wish today was Christmas.  (Alaiza Theophilus)

I wish I could be on ‘America’s Got Talent’.  (Sophie Brannigan)

I wish I was the Tooth Fairy.  (Liza Khumalo)

I wish I had a mermaid.  (Tehillah Adonis)

I wish I could ride a rainbow.  (Hannah Savage)

I wish I could go to Thailand.  (Tsakani Mathe)

I wish I lived in Paris.  (Naledi Manqele)

I wish I could ride a unicorn.  (Catarina da Silva)

I wish I was a doctor.  (Neha Ramkissoon)

I wish I could drive a car.  (Priya Pramjee)

I wish I had a pet zebra, giraffe and frog.  (Grace Laurenz)

I wish I was a fairy.  (Eden Joseph)

I wish my mom would let me swim every day.  (Georgia King)

I wish I could fly.  (Jordana Sewnath)

I wish I could be a mermaid.  (Sadie McCormack)

Grade 1 S Wishes...

Grade 3B- If I was famous!
Naledi:  If I was famous I would be a musician and 

everyone would love me and if I walk in a shop I 

would get everything for free. I’d also be the first 

women to make flying cars.

Jade: If I was famous I would be a dancer and 

I would do the longest spins in the world and 

everyone would love me.

Julianna: If I was famous I would be a painter. I 

would travel the country to paint all the amazing 

stuff.

Mia: If I was famous I would be an adventurist or 

a professional swimmer.

Hope: If I was famous I would be kind to other 

people. If anyone needed a hand or got hurt  I 

would help them.  If they were sad I would play with 

them.

Zandile: If I was famous I would be a chef.

Talia: If I was famous I would make cars that don’t 

have to have petrol and gas and diesel.

Thasmeera ; If I was famous I would be the first 

person on Mars. Just like Neil Armstrong was the 

first man on the moon
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… was doing Art every Friday - Sophie Dixon
… was doing work and having fun - Siphokazi Gumede
… was doing Art every Friday - Sarah Harker
… was meeting my new teacher - Emily Killian
… was doing fun art activities on a Friday - Megan King
… was our weekly Computer lessons - Kayla Martin
… was learning new things with my teacher - Mzuzu Mhlongo
… was learning new things at school every day - Babzi Mkhize
… was learning new things - Wandisa Msomi
… was having fun with my teacher - Shreya Ramouthar
… was making lots of new friends this year - Hannah Redman
… was making lots of new friends this year - Sophia Singh
… was having lots of friends and playing together - 
     Scarlett Solomon
… was meeting our members of the class and my teacher-     
    Madison Stewart
… was my teacher and friends - Nimisha Thapliyal
… was our fun Friday art activities - Krittika Varyani
… was doing fun art on a Friday - Caitlin Wylie
… was playing Netball, doing computers and being 
    with my friends - Thaleia Chetty
… was being with my friends and doing art on a Friday - 
     Arya Dasrath
… was all the fun art activities we did - Layla Francis
… was doing Drama and Art on a Friday - Esme Horsman

… was being with my friends - Nyska Jagasur
… was doing swimming - Eden Jordan
… was my teacher and making new friends - Zara Khan
… was listening to working music and doing swimming -    
     Arabella King
… was learning new things every day - Maxine Lombaard
… was being with friends and creative activities - Caitlin Louw
… was making new friends and doing Drama on a Friday - 
     Brooke Martin
… was doing the obstacle course with my teacher - 
     Clara Millard
… was doing drama and swimming - LA-Dhiya Moodley
… was being with friends and doing computers - 
     Shreeya Naidoo
… was getting to play on the obstacle course - 
     Taschké Naidoo
… was doing extramural and being with our teachers - 
     Nkambule Nkambule
… was doing maths work and swimming - Venice Omote
… was swimming and doing computers - 
     Madison Schoonberg
… was learning new things in English and Maths - 
    Isabella Vainikainen
… was doing homework - Thingo Zwane



JP Inter-House Gala Results
1st Patrician
Spirit Trophy - Marian
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Junior Primary Sport

A wonderful morning was had by our JP & 
Prep girls as they participated in the Inter-house 
Cross Country held at Maris Stella. Well done 
to all girls who participated with such spirit and 
determination to do their best! JP Top 3 – Isabella 
Browne, Amy Thackwray and Mia Vlotman

Inter-house 
Cross Country

JP Gala

Hockey

Netball

JP Sports Day

Bokke Day
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Junior Primary Cultural

Muffins for Mum

Grandparents Day

Spring Day

Baking and Crafts
Dads and Daughters

Puppet Show
Christmas Play
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First Row:  S. Veersamy; H. Caro; H. Brannigan; Mrs C. Basson; E. Blyth; O. Elliot; R. Shorey
Second Row:  A. Khanyile; C. Hunt; T. Naidoo; P. Naiker; M. Moggee; O. Msomi
Third Row:  C. Loumeau; U. Pillay; J. Li; L. Pillay
Fourth Row:  I. Strydom; J. le Roux; N. Manyoni; Z. Mbonambi; K. Dlamini; A. Charlton

First Row:  M. Cholwich; A. Khuzwayo; T. Lingard; K. Walker; S. Chetty; M. Grout; D. Pillay
Second Row:  A. Maingaurd; R. Aaron; S. Veersamy; M. Davies; S. Ngcobo; K. Harris; Ms L. Dyer
Third Row:  O. Mkhize; B. Perumal; W. Maziya; D. Panday; N. Dlamini; S. Ramdas; H. Crowsen

Senior 
Primary
2015

Grade 4B 

The Grade 4s have supported Tholuthando 

and more recently the Robin Hood Foundation. 

The girls worked hard throughout the year, 

bringing various supplies that were requested. 

One Saturday the girls and some parents visited 

Tholuthando and interacted with the younger 

children. The girls thoroughly enjoyed playing 

with them and much fun was had by all. The 

Grade 4s also contributed 10% of their sales 

profit from Market Day as well as a donation 

from their Roald Dahl Day.  For the last term 

we collected money for Christmas 4 Kids. An 

overwhelming amount of R7021.15 was raised 

by the Grade 4s which was 

handed over to our charities.
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Shreya Chetty: I loved my teacher and all the fun times.  N
asipha Dlamini: I lo

ved Grade 4 because I had funny 

friends and an awesome teacher.  Hayley Crowsen:  I lo
ved Grade 4D and all the fun things we did. Miss 

Dyer was the best te
acher I have ever had.  Kate Harris: I

n Grade 4 D I enjoyed my teacher Miss D
yer and my 

friends.  A
lessia Maingard: In Grade 4, the thing I loved the most w

as my wonderful teacher  M
iss D

yer, and all 

the new subjects I le
arnt.  W

ellile Maziya: The best th
ing about grade 4 are the fun outings.  Robyn Aaron: I loved 

Grade 4D because we had the best te
acher ever!  W

e went on so many amazing outings such as Muddy Paws 

and Roselands, and one of the great th
ings was we didn’t have too many tests.  

I’m really going to miss G
rade 4.  

Saskya Ramdas: The things I lo
ved in Grade 4 were all the great people I met and the new subjects I h

ave learnt.  

Tia Laudenberg: The things I lo
ved most about Grade 4 were the teachers and all of the cool outings.  D

hiya 

Panday: I w
ill miss M

iss D
yer so much, she is D

A-BEST teacher ever!  G
race Harwood: This year has been 

tremendously fun because we are doing dances, sin
ging in groups and arts a

nd crafts.  B
rooklyn Perumal: 

What I lo
ved about Grade 4 is th

at a lot of people were kind to me and respected me.  Eve
rybody knew 

my name and even when I didn’t have a name badge on, they knew my name.  My teacher taught me 

a lot of amazing things.  Ta
ra Lingard: I love my teachers and I had so much fun.  Mikaela Davies: 

The best th
ing that has happened to me in Grade 4 is m

eeting my teacher Miss D
yer.  M

egan 

Cholwich: I loved all the awesome teachers in Grade 4 and all the fun work and books.  

This has been the best year of my life so far!  Senamile Ngcobo: The thing I loved most 

in Grade 4 was that w
e always had fun and people were always kind.  Em

ma 

Simon: I am grateful to go to school at M
aris St

ella.  Asanda Khuzwayo: I love 

the friends and the teachers.  D
ivanya Pillay: I re

ally like Miss D
yer and my 

friends and the smile they put on my face every single day!  Olwethu  

Mkize: What I lo
ved about Grade 4D was the art and fun things 

we did and learning about new people and new things.  

Miss D
yer was the best te

acher.  Kaylee Walker: I lo
ved 

the kind people!  Megan Grout: I lo
ved Grade 4 

because we learned such new things.  I l
oved 

going to Roselands and all the challenges.

Sia Veersamy: The best th
ing I loved 

in Grade 4 was all the fun 

things we did.  I le
arnt 

to love reading 

books.

My favorite 

things

about 

Grade 4

Page kindly sponsored by 4JB Page kindly sponsored by 4D
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First Row:  L-S. Manikam; E. Munsamy; N. Mathe; Mrs C. Diaz; L. Walsh; S. Ngcobo; T. Brouard
Second Row:  T. Smith; Y. Nhlumayo; N Mdunge; M. Bhatia; C. Maharaj; K. Saunders; B. Barnabas; G. Caro
Third Row:  L. Ntlahla; E. Briant; A. Naidoo; J. Robinson; G. Ten-Bokkel Huinink; C. Harris; A. Singh

Senior Primary 2015
Grade 4Z 

Roald Dahl Day

Mitchell Park

Market Day

Brygitte Barnabas- I love the excursion to Roselands. The mud and the 

obstacle course was great fun. Luckily we got to wash off in the dam.  Ella 

Briant- Drama has been so much fun this year. My favourite was the Roald 

Dahl skit. Tatum Brouard- My favourite (well probably my favourite) subject 

is Drama. Time always flies by when we do Drama – no matter where 

we do it. I honestly can’t choose a favourite activity in Drama because all 

the activities are really fun!  Georgia Car- I enjoyed playing in a Marimba 

Concert.  Cassidy Harris - Mrs Jones-Bate is the BEST teacher ever! I like 

having her as my teacher because my Mom died, so now Mrs J-B is 

like a mom to me. So are the other teachers too.  Ciajal Maharaj - My 

favourite part of my year was when I went to Roselands. I also enjoyed 

doing my Dram exam.  Lea-Shane Manikam - I was so happy when Mrs 

Jones-Bate came to teach us for two terms. She is the best teacher ever!  

Nyiko Mathe - I liked both my two teachers I had this year – Mrs Diaz 

and Mrs Jones-Bate.  Nolwazi Mdunge - I enjoyed going to Roselands, as 

I overcame my fears.  Erin Munsamy - I enjoyed going to Roselands and 

having Mrs Jones-Bate as my new teacher for the last two terms of the 

year.  Ariana Naidoo - I really enjoyed going to Roselands and staying over. 

It was so much fun!  Samafuze Ngcobo - I enjoyed going to Roselands as 

we did so many things which were fun. I wish I could go back.  Yamkelani 

Nhlumayo- Roselands was my best! It was amazing.  Lathithat Ntlahla - I had 

the best time of my life at Roselands. It was so much fun!  Jaime Robinson 

- I loved going to Roselands, as I learnt a lot. Market Day was great fun 

too!  Ryleigh Rutherford - I was so excited for our first indoor hockey at 

Umhlanga College. We were all fine, except Jaime le Roux fell on her face 

and I also fell. Sadly we lost our match. Kaylee Saunders - I absolutely loved 

Roselands because it was my best excursion yet! Market Day was a very 

nice experience too.  Apeksha Singh - My best excursion yet was our trip to 

Roselands! I loved swimming in the dam and the food was delicious.  Tannah 

Smith - I love Mrs Jones-Bate as she gives me warm hugs and always 

explains things so nicely.  Gina Ten-Bokkel Huinink - I had so much fun at 

Roselands and learnt a lot. I enjoyed working with other people in our grade 

and made new friends.  Lauren Walsh - I had so much fun at Roselands. My 

best part was the muddy obstacle course.

Grade 4 Highlight of the year...

Page kindly sponsored by 5Z
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G4 Readathon

G4 Roselands Retreat

G4 Mini Town 
Outing

G4 Rhino Adoption

Page kindly sponsored by 5S
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G5 Chinese Day

First Row:           A. Phiri; Y. Padayachee; M. Fowler; Mrs K. Bodley; P. Backman; A. Jadwat; K. Dunn
Second Row:      R. Fouquereaux; H. Madurai; T. Stewardson; Z. Merkofer; S. Herman; I. Lund
Third Row:         J. Trench; H. Du Plessis; S. Agbakwuru; C. Message; P. Sooklal; J. Lombaard; E. Maritz
Fourth Row:       W. Ramenu; S. Naidoo; C. Naiker; L. Goodall; A. Harribarran; I. Halstead

First Row:  J. du Plessis; T. Samuels; P. Owen; T. Soodyall; S. Lawson; S. Trent; A. Theophilus
Second Row:  I. Wood; C. Kesaris; A. Prinsloo; G. Murphy; E. Patinios; H. Dix; Mrs D. Drake
Third Row:  J. Winter; H. Nightingale; S. Naidoo; M. Paton
Fourth Row:  J. Wylie; S. Dhawrajh; C. Coyle-Dowling; R. Hudson; P. Cox; J. Martin. Absent: J. Pillay; A. Innes

Grade 5B

Grade 5D

“Ikhaya Lo Thanda” (Home with Love) 

 
This year the class o

f 5B chose to support 10
00 Hills Community Helpers, 

known by the local
s as “Ikhaya Lo T

handa” a charity th
at was initiated 

in 1989 by an old g
irl from Maris Stella, Dawn Leppan. They supported 

this charity enthus
iastically, fund rais

ing throughout the
 year, collecting 

an impressive amount of R4000 which
 will be used to sup

port the 1000 

Hills Community Helpers with food, na
ppies and shelving

 which they 

require.

During the year the 
class arranged a v

isit to the Centre a
nd set off 

with great excitem
ent to  “Ikhaya Lo

 Thanda“ situated ju
st before Cato 

Ridge on the Comrade's Marathon route. The girls’ inhibitions
 soon 

disappeared and th
ey were quick to in

teract with the chil
dren and babies; 

playing with them
, teaching them to count and sayi

ng simple rhymes.

We were all very im
pressed with the clin

ic facilities that are 
on offer to 

serve the community and we could 
see that the people a

re not only very 

fortunate but appre
ciate the well-run fa

cility on which they 
rely. The girls 

interacted with som
e of the elderly cra

fters and were stag
gered at the 

number of meals that the kitche
n cooks on a daily

 basis, providing 

breakfasts and lun
ches for hundreds 

of hungry mouths.

The girls felt inspir
ed after their visit 

to get behind their
 fundraising 

drive as the motto of this place r
esounded in their h

earts. "Together 

with your help, we 
can indeed bring h

ope into 

the lives of these p
eople.”

I am exceptionally prou
d of the young gir

ls in my class who 

rallied behind such
 a worthwhile cause

 and who supported
 

so willingly throug
hout the year.

God Bless each of them for their generosit
y and love.

Hillside Haven is run by Dr Taryn Turner and is a home for 
differently-abled cats and various other rescued animals.  
They provide sanctuary and healthcare for the animals so 
that they can lead a full and happy life.  5D have been collecting cat food throughout the year 

to help towards their needs.  We also helped with the 
spaying and neutering costs of some new arrivals. Taryn came to visit our school and brought along Buddy 

and Lily who are Hillside Haven mascots.  She shared 
heart-breaking stories about how some of the animals 
arrived at this sanctuary. 
The class went to visit Hillside Haven in the fourth term 
and had a lot of fun interacting with the cats and other 
animals at the sanctuary.  It was also a good opportunity 
for the girls to see where their weekly charity donations go to and what an excellent job Taryn is doing. =^..^=

Grade 5 Charity Reports
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Nature is wonderful !                        

by Hannah Dix

The grass is fresh and green,

The trees so tall and lean !

I hear the call of birds,

Singing sweet, pretty words.

I see the people walking,

Laughing and a talking !

The flowers are a bloom,

And brighten up the gloom.

I feel the texture of a petal,

It’s smooth and not like metal.

I feel the grass with my fingers,

And smell a scent that lingers !

I smell the scent of nature.

No other feeling is greater !

Than the feeling of the sun on my face.

Oh, how I love this place.

The air is so fresh, I can taste it !

Oh please let us not waste it.

The weather is divine !

And I’ve never seen a place so fine!

The Botanical Gardens by Jasmine Wylie
Wind blowing high in the treetops,Geese honking all around.Bees buzzing loudly,What a lovely sound.
Sun shining brightlyMoss, soft and smooth.Wind cooling my cheeks,Feeling flowers move.
Leaves dancing all over,Birds swoop and fly.Flowers big and bloomingCloudless deep blue sky.
Flowers smelling sweet,Air clear and new.Grass crisp and fresh,Nature around you.
Grass, quite tasteless,Flowers, little sweet,Treebark slightly salty,And I take a seat.
All of this around me,Is part of what God made.The flowers and the grass,The sun and the shade.

Sushi 
by Ashleigh Prinsloo

Wrapped in green seaweed

Rice in the middle and more

Eaten with chopsticks

Haikus

Elephantby Jannah Winter
Trumpeting loudlyLarge flapping ears and a trunkStomping through the land

Lion  
by Chloe Coyle-Dowling

Wild with golden fur
Hunter of prey and ruler

King of the jungle
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G5 Sweetdale 
Outing

Prep Camp Out

Pirate Orals

G5 Coffee Shop Visit G5 Ons maak 
,
n Pizza

Springbok Supporters

G5 Cat masks
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G6 Drama

First Row:  L. Ramokoena; J. Gersbach; T. Persadh; Mrs M. Kidd; S. Kavanagh; Y. Lutchman; S. Elliot
Second Row:  H. Coppola; J. Theron; S. Maingard; C. Suryapal; J. Shaw; J. Hollinshead; K. Sitharam; D. Naicker
Third Row:  S. Randelhoff; L. Manyoni; I. Pearsall; M. Briant; T. Pearce; J. Chisholm
Fourth Row:  J. Wakeling; L. McAlister; T. Motta; S. Kerdachi; C. Robertson; K. Pather

First Row:  H. Chelin; I. Hislop; K. Chetty; Mrs S. Joubert; M. Blythe; S. Reathlall; S. Barlow
Second Row:  C. Nuss; E. Osborne; K. Kassie; S. Nicholson; J. Tostee; T. Good
Third Row:  S. Sooklal; T. Mothilal; S. Goodrich; P. Magan; J. Riggien; C. Pillay
Fourth Row:  G. Symington; L. Dobeyn; J. Walton; R. Henry; E. Lazarus; L. Firth

Grade 6K

Grade 6J

iThemba Lethu Children’s home

This year, Grade 6 continued to support iThemba Lethu as 

our charity. It is a children’s home and adoption facility that 

provides a safe and comfortable surrounding for the children 

that live there to grow up in. iThemba Lethu means, “I have a 

destiny” and the home seeks to impact the lives of children 

whose future is at risk of being negatively impacted by the 

effects of HIV/AIDS. 

The home caters primarily for children with HIV/AIDS. 

However, not all the children who live at iThemba Lethu suffer 

from HIV/AIDS but have ended up in the home as a result of 

abandonment by or death of parents who have suffered from 

the disease. This facility is a safe haven of hope for the little 

children who arrive there.

iThemba Lethu is located in the upper Glenwood area 

and can cater for up to twelve children at a time. 

There are two houses on the premises and each house 

has its own live-in house mother and domestic helper to 

look after the children. The children at the home are well 

cared for and the facility is very clean and well looked 

after. iThemba Lethu also facilitates adoptions for these 

children. 

We have had a great time raising funds for this home and 

it has been a privilege to be able to visit the home. The girls 

got the opportunity to learn how to care for and interact with 

little children and babies during their visits and they learned 

more about compassion, friendship and love. The Grade 

6 girls were, once again, selfless in their giving 

towards the class charity. Well done, girls! 

Page kindly sponsored by 6K Page kindly sponsored by 6J

Grade 6 Charity Report
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What Lurks Beneath the Sea

As it gracefully dives deep into the dark ocean,

It glides along the water
As if in slow motion,

Like a rocket ship floating into space.

It bellows out, as if calling to another creat
ure,

So lost and lonely in the dark dep
ths of the sea,

Its pod is gone and nowhere to be
 seen

Where could everyone be?

It is surrounded by the cold Antar
ctic water

As cold as ice it is.
Complete silence fills the ocean

Until it hears a shout!
And suddenly it is filled with doubt.

It floats up to the surface, gasping for air

Like a fish out of water.

Suddenly pain fills every inch of it
s mammoth 

body
It has been hit by a harpoon.
Ships and blood blurs its vision
It has to make a fatal decision

Does it swim downwards and struggle to get 
away?

Or give in to the killers?

Slowly, its lifeless body loses all signs o
f life,

It gets put on a ship and the killer takes out 
his knife.

I cannot bare to see
How harsh humans can be!

So there the whale leaves the world

To a better place where it cannot be killed.

By Rachel Henry

G6 Spirit of Adventure

Page kindly sponsored by Jenna and Kayla Martin

Spirit of Adventure put together an exciting 
“Survivor Course” for Maris Stella’s Grade 6s. 
The aim of the course was to equip our girls 
with an understanding of the role of the leader 
in a team, the skills involved and the confidence 
to apply them. Working in small teams under the 
guidance of professional instructors, the girls 
participated in a wide variety of action-packed 
out-door activities specifically designed for 
their age group.

These activities took place on land, on the 
water and on the rock face. The activities were 
exciting, enjoyable and adventurous and even 
though they appeared challenging at first for 
our girls, they were always fun and achievable 
for every girl who chose to attempt them. The 
abseiling was certainly a memorable experience 
for the girls! The Grade 6s enjoyed the bush 
camp living and campfire cooking, set in the 
natural environment of the game reserve at 
Shongweni. The excursion was a wonderful 
learning and growing experience for the Grade 
6s and the girls had a lot of fun and enjoyed 
the opportunity to make new friends.

Spirit of Adventure Report
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The Whale

As large as the sea,
Slurping up plankton
Like a milkshake.

Whales are angels
Of the sea,
As they hum 
Their angelic tunes 
To the choir of the waves.

They move through the fish
Like kings
As the fish part for them.

The sea is their playground. 
They love to flop around 
Like fish out of water.

Whales are nature’s 
submarines.

By Julia Tostee 

TURTLE by Carmen Nuss

I am a gentle giant,
I push through the ocean like wind
Through sails
And am spotted
With a shell like a snail’s.
I click to communicate with my brothersAnd my sisters,
But alas I travel alone
Like the shark, so sinister.
I’m surrounded by coral
And the deep blue sea,
I snack on coral and jellyfishes too!
Then I travel for a long while
I’m on a Hike!
I climb up sand and hope my babies
Win the fight!
When I’m done, I go out to sea,
As old as a bat or a worker bee.
Goodbye, my friends,
I now say fare well!
And live a happy life
Inside of my shell

Maths Relay Team

Afrikaans work
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Crane Sanctuary

First Row:  G. Innes; L. Kerr; K. Przywarski; Mev A. Bezuidenhout; J. Nobin; N. Reddy; Y. Gounden
Second Row:  J. Jacobs; R. Cabusas; C. van den Berg; L. Pulvirenti; N. Reddy; S. Sooklal
Third Row:  T. Nyamayaro; H. Davey; D. Sewram; J. Ribbink; R. Shah; K. Moonasar; N. Metcalfe
Fourth Row:  C. Crozier; J. Smith; C. Gallo; A. Le Roux; D. Jones; A. Naidu

First Row:  B. Nwuwa; U. Mazwembe; G. Mercer; Mrs K. Dyssell; H. Khan; L. Murugan; G. du Plessis
Second Row:  R. Dunwoody; A. Maharaj; M. Abu; A. van der Linde; A. Gumbi
Third Row:  D. Miller; J. Cholwich; C. Fowler; G. Erskine; L. Ndawo; D. Coskey
Fourth Row:  E. Hair; O. Ndlovu; E. Wium; T. Davie; K. Asgeir-Nielsen; S. Paton

Grade 7B
Just Us 4 Children 

This year, both grade 7 classes supported the 

charity Just Us 4 Children. The girls raised 

a total of R 4 658.55 this year through 

donations and weekly Baker-Baker sales.

At the start of Winter, the classes collected 

second-hand winter clothing to be distributed to 

the children who need it.  

At the end of the third term, the Grade 7s held 

their Market Day and each company donated 

10% of its profit to the charity. It was touching 

to see that many of the companies chose to 

donate more than the suggested 10%.  

Just Us 4 Children does a Shoe Box Gift drive 

at the end of the year in an effort to hand out 

presents to children who wouldn’t usually receive 

a Christmas gift. The girls were encouraged to 

put together a gift pack that is filled with items 

such as stationery, toiletries, sweets and toys.

Stationery was bought using the money raised 

for Just Us 4 Children to hand out to pupils for 

next year. 

Grade 7 Charity Report

Grade 7D

Page kindly sponsored by 7B
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G7 Giba Gorge 
Outing

Science Experiments

G7 Moms and 
Daughters lunch

Page kindly sponsored by Josie Walton and Family

Descriptive writing
By Shriyaa Sooklal 

The salty tears of an angry 
cloud crashed to the ground 

and raged.  In an instant, 
the once bare ground is now 
dancing with silver raindrops.  
Aside from this beautiful sight, 
is the nervous bolt of lightning, 
shaking with uncertainty and 

hungry for its victims.  With 
the light vanishing and the 

darkness accumulating, you’d 
think the storm is finishing.  

But no, this is just the 
beginning…

G7 Dress for success
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Musgrave Flower Show

Prep Art Exhibition

Choir

Marimba

DUT Art Competition

Prep Cultural  Evening

Page kindly sponsored by the Elliot FamilyPage kindly sponsored by Joanne Gersbach, 7B
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Inter-house Prep Gala

Senior Primary Sport 2015

Inter-house 
Cross Country 

Top 4
Savannah Paton, Tannah Smith, 
Isabella Halstead, Grace Symington

Prep Hockey

Inter-house Gala Results
1st  Ambrose
Spirit Trophy – Patrician

Page kindly sponsored by Cara Message, 6J
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Junior Victrix Ludorum 
Kaylyn Asgeir-Nielsen

Senior Victrix Ludorum 
Gabriella Meloni

INTER-HOUSE SPORTS DAYTOP 10 GALA

Our Annual Inter-House 
Athletics Day was a complete 
success with lots of spirit and 
8 broken records. Well done to 
all who participated! Ambrose 
was the winner and Patrician 
won the Spirit Trophy.

Junior Victrix Ludorum- 
Grace Symington and Isabella Halstead

Senior Victrix Ludorum
Courtney du Preez
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First Row:        D. Muller; B. Von Weichardt; A. Enebechi; Miss B French; K. Hinchliffe; A. Muller; Y. Govender
Second Row:   U. Ngcongo; M. Mpako; J. Petzer; S. Dorkin; K. Winter; H. Constantine; C. Pillay; S. Gwala
Third Row:       B. Harris; L. Paynter; L. Ndlovu; A. Randelhoff; M. Lombard; O. Mthembu (Mentor)

First Row:       T. Pillay; J. Ashford; Y. Ndulelisa; Mrs T. Savage; S. Naidoo; K. Naidoo; B. Hooper
Second Row:  P. Ioannou; G. Erskine; K. Mottram; L. Proctor
Third Row:      T. Wilkinson; T. Dreyer; S. Chetty; A. Shandu (Mentor); J. Coetzee; S. Papenfus; C. Jankey
Absent:          J. Crook; S. Wilson

GRADE 8F

GRADE 8S

On 14 March, 11 Gr 8F girls (and moms and sisters) gave 

up their Saturday to help at the C.R.O.W. centre. C.R.O.W. 

(Centre for Rehabilitation of Wildlife) was founded 35 

years ago and was one of South Africa’s first dedicated 

wildlife rehabilitation centres. Today, C.R.O.W. is still 

KwaZulu-Natal’s only registered wildlife rehabilitation 

centre dedicated to the rescue, rehabilitation and release 

of all indigenous wildlife found in KwaZulu-Natal.

The girls were tasked with varnishing one of the storage 

wendy houses as well as cleaning and painting the 

Mongeese cages. It was a lot of work and we were 

covered in paint at the end of the day but we had a lovely 

time and had the chance to see and learn about all the 

different animals at the centre.

During the course of the year, Gr 8F held an Easter raffle 

as well as a cake sale and managed to raise over R5000 

for C.R.O.W. This was used to buy milk formula and food 

for the animals. 

GRADE 8F CHARITY REPORT

This year 8S decided to support the HOLAH Baby House. HOLAH (House of Love and Hope), founded in 2012, is a safe loving haven for abandoned/orphaned babies. The house is situated in Glenwood, Durban.
8S collected money weekly and brought baked goods to sell. We also researched things that they would need and the girls all brought items to make up a hamper. The girls visited the house during the holidays, played with the babies, and took various baby goods that they were needing. 8S managed to raise over R2000 for HOLAH. Well done girls!

GRADE 8S CHARITY 
REPORT

Page kindly sponsored by 8A74
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First Row:  H. Watt; S. Singh; K. Driver; Mrs S. Schumann; J. Proudfoot; N. Cele; N. Harilal
Second Row:  K. Sterling-Grinwis; A. Ndwalane; G. Alessandri; S. Ndwalane; M. Blose; K. Wassink
Third Row:  G. Hogg; A. Erskine; H. Dingley; Z. Zulu (mentor); S. Khathi; K. Cheall; A. Mpanza

First Row:  M. Butler; A. Chutarpal; S. Gcaba; Mrs S. Vrey; C. Garrioch; B. Tooley; J. Blythe
Second Row:  T. Jackson; J. Livingstone; T. Palani; S. Mngoma; N. Mcunu; H. Doorsamy; A. McLeod; K. Ndlovu
Third Row:  A. Jack; A. Dickason; L. Mbanga; L. Morey (mentor); T. Gabriel; K. Naidu; R. Standage

GRADE 8RS

GRADE 8V

iThembalethu is a local Durban NGO devoted to helping babies 
and the youth regain a meaningful destiny by recognizing the 
value of their lives and the importance of being in a secure family 
environment.

Grade 8V decided to support the Family Integration Programme.  
The heart of this programme is to facilitate the transition of 
babies/children (aged newborn – 3 years old), who have been 
orphaned, abandoned or left vulnerable as a result of HIV/AIDS, 
into loving family homes of their own! Babies/children are placed in 
iThembalethu’s care by various social welfare offices in and around 
Durban. The process of screening potential families and facilitating 
the placement of children is carried out by their social worker at no 
charge to these prospective adoptive families as their commitment 
is to reduce all barriers to adoption and to develop a culture of 
adoption into church, city and country at large. 
Our involvement:The Grade 8V girls decided to become involved in this charity by 
buying different items that the babies and toddlers needed, such as 
nappies, baby toiletries, healthy snacks and assorted juices. We also 
visited Ithembalethu, where the girls had a chance to play with the 
toddlers and hold the little babies. It is always an enriching experience 
to visit there and the girls thoroughly enjoyed it.

GRADE 8V CHARITY REPORT

Grade 8RS supported the St 

Thomas’ Children’s Home in 

Sydenham. This year, instead of 

bringing money, we collected much 

needed stationery items for the 

Home. The girls thoroughly enjoyed 

interacting with the children 

during our visit and some special 

memories were made.

GRADE 8RS 

CHARITY REPORT

GRADE 8 GEOGRAPHY OUTING
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CHINESE EVENING SLEEPOVER
GRADE 8 SLEEPOVER - “WE ARE ONESIE”
Integrating our Grade 8 pupils into Maris Stella is an ongoing process 

throughout the year, and on Friday 31 July, the High School Portfolio 

of 2015 hosted a Grade 8 sleepover.

The Grade 12 girls entertained their younger counter-parts with 

games, including the famous chocolate eating game, hula hooping, 

and soccer. A photo-booth added some fun to the proceedings and 

the Grade 8s and 12s were very comfortable striking poses.

After tiring themselves out, the girls relocated to the Centenary 

Hall where they changed into their onesies and set up their sleeping 

bags, mattresses and stretchers. With the nesting instinct in full 

swing, the hall was quickly filled with blankets, duvets and pillows of 

every nature.

A sleepover with teenagers wouldn’t be any fun without some 

dancing and within minutes the hall was a teeming mass of 

pyjama-clad girls having fun to the latest dance tracks. The most 

popular dance moves were taught and before long all the girls were 

dancing together, making new friends and of course, all important 

memories.

A late night movie topped off the fun, before the lights were turned 

off, well after midnight. The Grade 8 girls were collected early on 

Saturday morning after loads of fun.

Many thanks to Mrs Schumann, Mrs Savage and Mrs Vrey for 

helping out at the sleepover and to Miss French and Mrs Aaron for 

sleeping over with the girls.

Page kindly sponsored by 9W
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First Row:  X. Gcaba; D. Clayton; R. Apte; Dr A. Langlois; K. Singh; D. Chetty; N. Cele
Second Row:  T. Craig; L. Khathi; M. Loganathan; L. Davids; C. Craig; H. Dobeyn;
Third Row:  C. Blandin de Chalain; K. Reynolds; A. Chelin; S. Prange; G. Packham; A. Wheatley
Fourth Row:  T. Iyer; L. Heath; L. Naidoo’ K. Colby; C. Canter; A. Xaba

GRADE 9A

Grade 9A’s charity for 2015 was the Westville Old Age 

Home. It is a place of residence for senior citizens and 

provides for their basic needs. We have been collecting 

perishable and toiletry items such as long-life milk, peanut 

butter, toothpaste, juice, tinned meat, tissues, rice, 

shampoo, soap and a few other products which we 

have delivered to the Westville Home on a regular basis 

through the year. 

All the girls have also been collecting money every 

term and have managed to raise a total amount of 

R2000 for the Westville Home. This money will be 

used to purchase even more products which will 

be distributed to the residents.

GRADE 9A CHARITY REPORT

Page kindly sponsored by 9L Page kindly sponsored by 9W80

First Row:  L. Spenceley; R. Sanker; L. Pillay; Mrs N. Fickling; D. Taverna (Mentor) ; J. Hodman; S. Dlamini
Second Row:  E. Vere; T. Glen; C. Ryan; S. Zwane; B. Khetsi; S. Pulvirenti;
Third Row:  D. Boyd; C. Dus; C. Mooney; S. Khumalo; M. McFerren; J. Lambert; T. Nazar
Fourth Row:  A. Meloni; U. Khan; C. Dessington; M Govind Ram; S. Thompson; T. Pillay GRADE 9P

Hope Valley Farm School 

was founded by the 

Stainbank family in 1972. They 

saw a need for educating rural 

children on the family farm and 

surrounding farms in Eston. The school started with 

four children in an outbuilding on the farm and 

moved to its present site two years later.

Hope Valley Farm School is a pioneer in rural 

education in South Africa. In the 40 years that 

the school has been operating it has given many 

disadvantaged rural/farm children opportunities to 

further their aims and aspirations.

H.F.V.S. has started to charter a way forward that 

will enhance rural education. Educators, parents 

and the children themselves recognise the value 

of providing, high quality education to the rural 

disadvantaged. To add to the challenge many 

learners come to school hungry and tired and they 

are now fed one wholesome meal each day which 

is cooked on the farm for them. The school has no 

admission requirements and has a Christian ethos. 

Each child is asked to pay a fee of R50.00 per 

month.

Funding from the KZN Department of Education 

is very limited and so they rely on the generosity 

of people and organisations to cover the direct 

and indirect costs of the school. The school is 

a registered Section 21 Non-Profit Company 

Registration: No.: 2010/0112562/08. 

The Grade 9P class held two cupcake sales this 

year to raise funds for Hope Valley Farm School.  

Each girl was asked to bring at least 12 normal-

sized, iced cupcakes to sell. Thank you to all the 

girls for contributing your time and effort to bake 

delicious cupcakes for a good cause!

HOPE VALLEY FARM SCHOOL
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GRADE 9 TOUCHSTONE VISIT REPORT

GRADE 9 TOUCHSTONE VISIT

Page kindly sponsored by 9H

First Row:  K. Lang; S. Volek; S. van Rooyen; (mentor); Mr. T. Rodrigues; N. Khumalo; N. Mfeka; M. Pillay
Second Row:  C Steen; N Govender; C. Vaughan; C. Brown; D. Pearce; K. Persadh; T. Fynn; C. Dunn
Third Row:  J. Pather; A. Jawahir; K. van der Westhuizen; B. Goduka; R. Bannerman; A. van Zyl
Fourth Row:  L. Naidoo; S. Bunvary; K. Techet; P. Harwood; E. Bazley; L. Khumalo; C. Lund; C. Coppola

GRADE 9M

Once again our Grade 9s successfully completed another Touchstone. 

This is the fifth instalment of this ‘Coming of Age’ .

All the Grade 9 girls arrived at school on the final Sunday of their 

holidays, full of nervous energy and excitement. Bags had been 

carefully packed to bring only the minimum of clothing and weighing 

as little as possible.   A mass, celebrated by Fr Peter in the school 

chapel was a good send off.  Greeted by beautiful scenery, pitched 

tents, sunny weather and Aunty Nosipho’s hearty food, the girls soon 

settled in to their camp at Glenhaven. 
From Monday to Thursday the girls were divided into groups and 

worked in Faithways, Kamanga, Thukenyama and Noah’s Ark. A group 

of girls also went to Pevensey Place, a home for people with special 

needs.   Every day, girls would prepare lessons and resources to take 

to the schools in which they were working that day. 

Over a cup of tea in the afternoon, many stories 

were shared about the wonderful people 

and children they were interacting 
with during the day.

Emotional farewells were said on the final day of the community 
service and many girls felt the value of working with children or 
people with special needs, and it is with certainty that from this 
group of girls, some teachers, therapists, counsellors, doctors, 
social service workers and humanitarians have been ‘born’. 

On Friday, the girls started the hiking component of their 
Touchstone journey. Divided into three groups and accompanied 
by staff and adults, the girls set off on various parts of the Giant’s 
Cup Trail with their carefully packed backpacks. The conditions 
were perfect for hiking.  Each day consisted of a 9-14 km hike to 
a hut along the Giant’s Cup Trail. There the girls had to cook for 
themselves, which resulted in a few ‘adventures’. Entertainment 
came in the form of group songs and group bonding sessions, 
which all resulted in much laughter. The hike, although challenging 
to some girls, provided much satisfaction. The magnificent 
scenery, beautiful wildlife, dense silence, lack of technology, and 
time to talk to one another, were some of the things the girls 
valued most. Returning to Glenhaven on Sunday, all the groups 
were able to share their experiences and entertain one another 
with their well-crafted group songs.  Valuable feedback, about 
what was learnt on the hike, was discussed and there was a clear 
feeling of accomplishment among the girls.
 
On Monday 20 April, the girls were eager to return home and 
so the Glenhaven camp was quickly packed up and two buses 
departed for Durban.  Once again, we thank the many parents 
who donated items to this valuable project and for their support 
of their daughters in tackling this challenge.  Thank you also, to 
the staff and friends who accompanied the girls, transporting 
them, keeping them safe, happy and well fed. 

Page kindly sponsored by 9W
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HIGH SCHOOL 
2015

First Row:  K. Munsamy; C. Savrimuthu; T. Sinclair; Mrs K. Ireland; C. Jaftha; L. Pema; A. Mamontov
Second Row:  N. Vaid; R. Pillay; L. Herman; C. Payze; K. Bansal; K. Govender
Third Row:  G. da Silva; C. Donachie; K. Chetty; M. Nzimande; A. Jennings; J. Gertenbach
Fourth Row:  S. Chetty; J. Rabie; D. Smith; J. de Fleuriot de la Coliniere; K. Mercer; C. Harrison
Absent:   S. Vrey; N. Sitharam

First Row:  Q. Sibeko; N. Mseleku; A. Ko; Mrs Meyer; E. Jennings (mentor); N. Khubone; V. Mdoda
Second Row:  E. Chisholm; A. Hogan; N. Mkhwanazi; K. le Roux; M. Mordaunt; N. Madwe
Third Row:  C. Poole; H. Kerr; T. Thackwray; B. Williamson; C. Palazzo; A. Ward; T. Mbina
Fourth Row:  N. Ndlovu; T. Hardwick; E. Moore; A. Xaba; R. Nuss; K. Rode

GRADE 10I

GRADE 10M

In 2015 the Grade 10s decided to have a grade charity in 
order to extend on the community service they started 
when they went on Touchstone last year.  The Grade 
10 charity this year was St Augustine’s Primary School.  
St Augustine’s is a Catholic Primary School that strives 
to provide quality education to a number of children.  
The Grade 10s decided to focus specifically on the 
Grade R group in the school, as a number of those 
pupils come from impoverished families and they 
wanted to add to their schooling experience.

The Grade 10s chose this charity as the girls are 
very aware that they are a very privileged minority and 

wanted to give back to children that aren’t as fortunate as 
themselves.

The girls raised money for their charity by donations and 
having cake sales.  In the Third Term the girls brought in 
a variety of items identified by the school such as hoola 

hoops, black bikes and items for the fantasy room.  A 
few of the girls went once a week to the school and 
painted a race track for the Grade R pupils to ride their 
bikes on.  They also painted hop scotch and a play area 
that encourages gross motor skills development.

Furthermore the pupils cleared an area for a fantasy 
room and provided the Grade Rs with a variety of dress 
up items, sports equipment and toys.

In the spirit of Christmas our pupils also made party 
packs for each Grade R child to receive a gift.  The party 
pack included 3 toys, a few sweets as well as a Nativity 
colouring book and crayons.  The pupils also made 
Christmas cards for each child.  After the exams, all the 
Grade 10 pupils visited the school to hand over the gifts to 
very excited children.  We also managed to buy stationery 
for the school, which included photocopy paper, pens, 
pencils, scissors and glue.

The charity visits were extremely rewarding and the girls 
thoroughly enjoyed spending time with the children.

Page kindly sponsored by 10M
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HIGH SCHOOL 
2015

First Row:  C. D’Unienville; M. Stepanik; A. Mezher; Mrs L. Scott; A. Ruiters; K. Chambers; M. van der Linde
Second Row:  S. Rivalland; A. Moodley; O. Murgatroyd; H. Nairn; E. Jackson; T. Powell
Third Row:  S. Arde’; R. van Rensburg; A. Hogg; T. Allan; C. Terblanche
Fourth Row:  J. Moore; R. Evans; C. Stuart; J. Buser; K. Thulare; C. Johnson

GRADE 10S

kwamuhle museum visit

history 
tour

Page kindly sponsored by Keli Reynolds, 10S

The Grade 10s compared ways of preserving  heritage and visited the cultural village of Phezulu in Botha’s Hill where they learnt about social tradition.  They also toured the KwaMuhle Museum (which was the old Native Administration building), discovering more about labour and the old Durban System.

GRADE 10 HISTORY TOUR
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HIGH SCHOOL 
2015

First Row:  L. Evans; J. Carey; N. Coetzee; Mrs A. Burgess; S. Warmback; S. Mjoli; J. Govender
Second Row:  G. Hooper; S. Coe; B. Dada; O. Nealon; J. Nothard; N. Snell
Third Row:  S. Goduka; A. Kibundila; K. Morey; N. Luis; L. Quigley
Fourth Row:  J. van Heerden; S. Ludick; T. Botha; T. Steadman; T. Albert; D. du Preez
Absent:   D. D’Oliviera

First Row:  S. Shangase; L. Mkhize; E. Singh; Mrs C. Cholwich; M. Mthembu; R. Golan; N. Mthembu
Second Row:  J. Proudfoot; S. Beagle; A. Khuluse; T. Dove; K. Ebing; N. Bhengu
Third Row: E. Maistrellis; C. Hercules; P. Makhaye; D. Le Roux; J. Harrison
Fourth Row:  S. Mthethwa; M. Borodinsky; J. Wells; B. Mooney; M. Costa; K. Bester

GRADE 11B

GRADE 11C

GRADE 11B CHARITY REPORT

During the year, the Grade 11s were taken on a visit to the Denis Hurley 

Centre as part of a tour of the Religious Sites of Durban.  On seeing the 

great work that went on at the Denis Hurley Centre for the poor and 

marginalised of our city, the girls were so moved that they decided to 

participate in the Sunday morning feeding scheme.

Several of the girls met early one Sunday morning at the Denis Hurley 

Centre, and were immediately given kitchen utensils and put to work, 

chopping and preparing the food for the poor. Tracey (caterer at the DHC) 

was in charge, and under her firm control of the kitchen, guided us on how 

to prepare, serve and distribute the large pot of stew that she had us 

help create.

As the poor were escorted into the dining area, 30 at a time, 

the girls had to dish up and serve each of them, as they sat 

patiently at the table awaiting their meal. Some girls 

were on drinks duty, and had to pour cups of 

water which were handed out 

with the meal.

The Denis Hurley Centre is an organisation that helps 

refugees and people living on the streets.

They feed the homeless on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, 

Thursdays and Sundays. On these days they provide 

breakfast and lunch to all who arrive. They also offer 

shower facilities, a clothing washing service, medical care 

during the week and sewing classes for those who want.  

Each morning of feeding costs the centre approximately 

R2000 – R3000 if donations are not available. We are 

happy that we could fund and run one of these mornings.

Grade 11C decided that they wanted to support this centre 

after they visited it on an LO outing. Early one Sunday 

morning the girls arrived with clothing to donate (to raise 

funds to help the poor get ID documents) and a smile on 

their faces to begin their morning of service.  Girls prepared 

food, cleaned the kitchen and cooked the lunch meal while 

others buttered rolls for breakfast. The highlight for the girls 

was serving the men and women their meals. Meal time 

was very orderly with 32 people being served at a time, 

then a quick reset and the next 32 came in for their meal.

The smiles and gratefulness showed the girls how fortunate 

we are. Being able to help people has touched our lives and 

many look forward to returning to help again. I find myself 

smiling as I know we made a difference that morning and 

am grateful for this opportunity to serve those less fortunate 

than myself.      
  
Written by Ternay Dove, 11C

As the meal came to a close, some 2 hours 
later, a Hindu family arrived with a large pot 
of Breyani and various cool drinks. And so 
the process began again, and the poor were 
called back and given a second meal for the 
day.

While the day was a lot of hard work, the 
girls enjoyed the experience and came to 
appreciate that serving the poor isn’t just 
about hand outs, but physically putting 
yourself out of your comfort zone, and 
showing those less fortunate than ourselves, 
the love and respect they deserve. 

Our class raised over R1000 which was 
donated to the DHC to go towards the meal 
that day.

Later that year, the whole school was involved 
in making decorations for the Christmas party 
at the DHC held for the people off the streets 
of Durban. Volunteers were invited to set up 
the hall for the party, and then to sit at the 
table with members of our city community, 
and to interact with them. What a moving 
day that was.
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HIGH SCHOOL 
2015

First Row:  C. Chetty; D. Naidoo; L. Smithers; Miss Browne; G. Brink; O. Keirby-Smith; A. Pillay
Second Row:  K. Bruce; E. Burgess; D. Daruty de Grandpre; S. Ward; A. Haasbroek; K. Moodley
Third Row:  K. Mehta; A. Mbeje; M. Montocchio; D. Glennie; N. Randeria; J. Metcalfe; K. Prior
Fourth Row:  C. dos Reis; S. Herrington; A. Wootton; C. Du Preez; A. Paynter; J. Odams GRADE 

11JB

This year Grade 11JB’s charity focus was the Denis Hurley 

Centre. The Denis Hurley Centre is a Catholic establishment that 

provides food, shelter and access to medical help to the poor, 

homeless, sick, unemployed and refugees. 

As a class, we raised money through a very successful bake 

sale and termly donations which we donated to the Denis 

Hurley Centre. We also volunteered at the Denis Hurley Centre’s 

feeding scheme on one Sunday where we fed over 300 

homeless people in Durban’s CBD. It was a wonderful year of 

charity where we were able to give help to the less fortunate 

and see first-hand the difference we, as a class, could make.

GRADE 11JB 

CHARITY REPORT

GRADE 11
BIOLOGY & GEOGRAPHY 

OUTING

Page kindly sponsored by Amy Mehzer, 11I
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HIGH SCHOOL 
2015

HISTORY TOUR TO 
MANDELA CAPTURE SITE

hilton arts festival

GRADE 11 
RETREAT
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HIGH SCHOOL 
2015

First Row:  N. Kunene; A. Posthumus; O. Mthembu; Mrs H Mkhize; N. Law; M. Mthethwa; S. Duma
Second Row:  K. Jones; T. Allwright; U. Shandu; G. Keirby-Smith; Z. Zulu; E. Jennings
Third Row:  R. Jordan; B. Malton; L. Morey; N. Ngwenya; M. Young; N. Dos Santos
Fourth Row:  R. Fryer; K. Moonsamy; G. Meloni; R. Wilkinson; M. Xaba; A Joyisa
Absent:   K. Theron

GRADE 
12C

MATRIC BREAKFAST

First Row:  T. Jo Mathew; J. Visser; R. Wimberley; Mr Janse van Rensburg; G. Ducray; N. Khumalo; T. Pillay
Second Row:  A. Hislop; S. Bassa; K. Elliot; TJ. Roberts; J. Broderick; A. Khuzwayo;
Third Row:  S. van Rooyen; T. Poole; C. Purnell; L. Amod
Fourth Row:  JL. Pan; C. Blanchard; A. Massey; E. Bennett; Y. Gong; D. Dus

GRADE 
12JEDITH BENSON COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTA group of girls visited Edith Benson Children’s Home every Tuesday 

afternoon from 2:45 to 4:00pm. While the girls took care of the Home 
and its needs, they did not ignore the main purpose of visiting, and 
were still involved in different departments, taking care of the children.Girls who work with the babies and toddlers focus on giving individual 

attention to one child at a time by carrying and hugging the child as 
well as playing games. Girls working in the special care unit get a 
chance to feed the children and assist caregivers. This is an extremely 
challenging task and many of the girls have been enlightened as to how 
much patience is required for this task. Girls also helped by decorating 
one of the reception areas and donated various items such as refuse 
bags, baby formula, canned food and beverages. 
We would like to extend thanks to all girls who have given up their 
time just to help with Edith Benson Children’s Home.  They were so 
committed and generous with their time, assisting in any way possible 
at the Home. Just an hour of nurture and affection provided weekly by 
the Maris Stella girls to the Edith Benson Children’s Home makes such a 
difference.

94 Page kindly sponsored by 12M Page kindly sponsored by 12J
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HIGH SCHOOL 
2015

First Row:  C. Jameson; D. Cotsiou; R. Olivier; Mrs N. Singh; M. Topp; K. Boosi; J. Constantine
Second Row:  V. Sterling-Court; A. Ruiters; J. Beatt; K. Whittaker; M. Bougardt; P. Knight
Third Row:  D. Taverna; S. De Almeida; J. Allan; K. Moore
Fourth Row:  M. Stevenson; E. Braatvedt; P. Stepanik; T. Macklin; K. Singleton; N. Izzard GRADE 

12S

GRADE 12 RETREAT

Page kindly sponsored by 12S

MATRIC BALLOONS

It is always rather difficult to get the matrics to band together 

to collect and support a charity. Their year is crammed with 

their studies and their duties to the school. Nevertheless, 

they managed quite ably this year to once again support 

their chosen charity Street-Wise. They, with the help of their 

teachers managed to collect money for this cause quite quickly 

and the teachers were impressed by the large majority who so 

willingly contributed.

Street-Wise is an organisation which helps children who have 

difficult home situations and child headed households. This 

remains a problem in our society, one which is ever increasing, 

will not go away and needs to be dealt with.   

At Easter this year the girls once again bought Easter eggs and 

hot cross buns for the children of Street-Wise. This would be 

considered quite normal in their households but brought some 

joy to those who would otherwise not benefit from such a 

treat. 

During our most important season of 

Christmas where so much celebrating and 

eating takes place, we in our small way 

collected together a pile of groceries that 

we delivered to Sister Helena who then 

delivered the goods to children and families 

in need. We have been fortunate to be 

associated with this good cause and in our 

own small way contribute something to 

those less fortunate than us. 

GRADE 12 CHARITY REPORT
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HIGH SCHOOL 
SPORT 2015

D&D GALA

NETBALL

HOCKEY
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INTERHOUSE 
GALA

1st Ambrose & Patrician
Spirit Trophy –  Marian
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HIGH SCHOOL 
CULTURAL 2015
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HIGH SCHOOL 
CULTURAL 2015

MARIMBA

musgrave 
flower show

WORLD CHALLENGE TRIP TO VIETNAM

Nine Maris Stella girls, Mrs Burgess and Mrs Eichstadt 

set off with excitement on their journey to Vietnam in 

the July holidays.  The journey had three components 

to it; a personal, physical challenge in the form of a 

hike, a community challenge and a period of rest and 

relaxation.  Decisions relating to accommodation, 

transport and the like were made by the girls, the 

programme placing emphasis on the participants 

developing a range of leadership skills.

They were based in Ho Chi Minh City and were 

amazed that people sat on pre-school chairs on the 

pavements to eat and that it was possible to transport 

5 people on a motorbike at once.  They became 

instant millionaires as the smallest denomination in their 

currency was 10 000 dong. 

The three day hike, the Yokdon Trek, took place out 

of Buon Ma Thuot.  They hiked predominantly through 

the jungle and crossed the occasional river.  Much 

excitement revolved around the fact that a portion 

of the hike on day 2 was undertaken on elephants.  

They slept in tents and stilted houses and the greatest 

challenge faced was the extreme temperatures 

experienced in the jungle, hydration being exceptionally 

important.

Their project work was conducted at an orphanage 

located in District 6 in Ho Chi Minh City.  They ran 

three projects concurrently, painting the dormitory, 

developing and maintaining the vegetable and other 

gardens and teaching the children English.  They ended 

their time at the project with a party which the children 

enjoyed immensely.

Rest and relaxation activities were varied and great fun.  

Amongst other things they went to the Cu Chi tunnels, 

went snorkelling and beaching at Nha Trang, watched 

a water puppet show and did a tour of the Mekong 

Delta.  The girls greatly enjoyed bartering in the 

markets, being amazed at how much they could buy 

for their money. Many evenings were spent at various 

restaurants and street cafes sampling Vietnamese food 

and other cuisine.VIETNAM WORLD 

CHALLENGE
Huge thanks to these three legends, Janine, 

Alan Serrurier and Judy Thorrington-Smith 

for enabling our girls to make memories of a 

lifetime!! We are so grateful to you for taking 

on this enormous responsibility of chaperoning 

in France and being such caring and amazing 

surrogate parents! Kim Davenport (Amber 

Paynter’s mum)
 
Ah Madame, France was the best few days I 

have ever experienced and in all honesty, I 

am already missing it and the long days. I'm 

not used to it getting dark at 5 and I keep 

remembering that I was tanning on the beach 

at that time in Antibes! I have already told 

my family all about it and they were all very 

happy for me. Tayler Poole

 She had the time of her life! She looks 

amazing and somehow just a little bit different 

... has Paris in her veins! Carol Borodinsky 

(Michaela Borodinsky’s mum)
 
What a life-changing experience in France! 

Words cannot describe how thankful I am to 

everyone who was involved, especially my family 

and teachers. I am so blessed to have these 

incredible memories of this adventure. 

Amber Paynter

FRENCH TOUR 2015
What an awesome privilege to chaperone 23 pupils who are 
studying French to Paris and La Côte d’Azur during the holidays. 
We had a ‘magnifique’ time together! Janine Serrurier
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SPECIAL   EVENTS

FIRST DAY of SCHOOL

HERITAGE DAY

MARIE BISCUIT COFFEE SHOPPE

TALKSIGN
VALENTINES DAY

SUNFLOWER FUND  
BANDANA DAY



staff 
news
farewells

welcome to the 
maris stella 
family

births

nuptials

danny mabaso

kirsten dyssell

jacqui browne

nicola fickling

NICOLE BASSON

brigitte garland

snoekie du plessis

Danny joined Maris Stella in 1974 as a chef, 
nearly 41 years ago when he was just 
20 years old. When the boarding school 
closed down approximately 24 years ago 
Danny joined the support staff. Danny is 
a committed Christian and a pastor at the 
African Gospel Church. He is married to 
Nomthandazo and they have 6 children. 
A few years ago, Danny selflessly donated 

one of his kidneys to his daughter Shlengee, who had 
become very ill with a serious kidney condition. Danny is 
humble, hardworking and respected by all. He has served 
Maris Stella well.  Hamba Kahle Danny!

Kirsten joined the Prep Phase as a 
Grade 7 teacher in January 2011. She 
was involved in the Prep “Cookery 
Club” and was also instrumental 
in ensuring the smooth running of 
the Grade 7 Leadership portfolios. 
Kirsten’s faith is such an integral 
part of her character and she was 
always highly organised.. She leaves 

Maris Stella to join her husband in his 
Business. We wish her well as she moves into a new 
phase in her life.

Michelle Whitfield, Grade 7 class teacher

Busisiwe Hlengwa, Copy Room Manager

Lara Schwegmann, Grade 4 Class Teacher

Lucy Ivins, High School History teacher

Sarah Dalton, Grade 2 class teacher

Karen Ireland, High School Maths and class teacher

Michelle Grunewald, Grade 000 teacher
 

 

Jacqui leaves Maris Stella after 3 
years to teach English at Crawford 
College North Coast, which is in 
close proximity to her home in Ballito. 
During her time at Maris Stella she 
was involved in Debating and she 
inspired her girls with her love of 
English.  We wish Jacqui and her 
daughter Isabella much happiness at              

 their new school. 

A fond farewell to Nicola Fickling 
who has decided to be a full time 
mom to baby Emily.  Nicola joined 
Maris Stella’s staff in 2010, teaching 
a variety of subjects in the High 
School Phase, including Technology, 
Life Sciences, Natural Sciences and 
Geography.  She was involved in 
Hockey, initiated the Photography 
Club, ran the President’s Award 

programme and took a leading role in the introduction 
of tablets and digital technology.  Very committed to 
her faith, creative and always willing to get involved, 
Nicola’s keen creativity, organisational skills and warmth 
will be sorely missed.

Nicole joined Maris Stella as a Grade 
5 teacher in 2011.  She was involved 
in a number of extramurals like the 
Walking Club and the Prep Cookery 
Club.  She was well respected by the 
girls and was an asset to the Prep 
School.

Nicole and her husband, Jonathan 
moved to Jeddah, in Saudia Arabia to 

teach at an international school. We wish Nicole and 
her husband all the best in their new venture.

Saying goodbye is never easy, and having 
been part of Maris Stella for almost 36 
years does not make it any easier.

A big thank you to all my wonderful 
girls – be the best you can be, always. 
As I leave, many of you will live on in my 
memories. I also want to pay tribute to my 
colleagues for their support, friendship and 

examples of what it is to serve faithfully and with humility.

Thank you all for being my companions during a large and 
important part of my life’s journey. When asked what I am 
going to do now, my answer in short is “I plan to live”.

It is with a great sense of sadness that 
we bid farewell to Snoekie du Plessis our 
wonderful High School Music Teacher. 
Snoekie leaves Maris Stella after 7 years.  
Snoekie has made beautiful music at 
our many Masses, at concerts both at 
Maris Stella and at a number of other 
schools and at the annual concerts at the 
Emmanuel Cathedral. She has also been 

instrumental in showcasing the talents of our girls at the 
various Chapel concerts. We wish her well as she leaves 
us to teach music privately.  

112 113

Congratulations to Megan Kidd on the birth of baby 
Joshua, Chantal Diaz who welcomed baby Xavier, 
Natasha Tsouris and baby Ezra, and Nicola Fickling 
and little Emily.

jessica gregg-macdonald tied the 
knot with calvin on 20 june 2015.  
congratulations, mr and mrs da silva!

We welcomed the following new 
members of staff to our family:



staff news
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Back Row: G. Crick, S. Grunewald, G. Meier Mattern, C. Eichstadt, C. Janse van Rensburg, A. Sykes, E. Andrew, A. Bezuidenhout,  
   S. Dalton, T. Hardwick, L. Ivins, B. Prothero, K. Dyssell, K. Ireland, M. Whitfield, S. Joubert, D. Drake, L. Pearce, L. Dyer, 
   T. Rodrigues, J. da Silva, M. van der Linde, H. Meyer, D. Vermeulen, F. Welman, J. Jones-Bate, S. Vrey, J. Brown, 
   B. French, M. Baird, A. Burgess, M. Thackwray, R. Munien, L. Schwegmann, A. Langlois, T. Savage, B. Handley, L. Miskey,  
   F. Rawlinson, D. Ward, N. Singh, Z. Hlongwa, S. du Plessis, D. Hadjiev, H. Boissezon
2nd Row:   H. Ziegler, M-R Sparg, K. Bodley, H. Mkhize, L. du Preez, J. Serrurier, R. Schumann, C. Cholwich, J. Gresse, L. Scott, 
Front Row: L-R. R. Matheson, J. du Preez, H. Braatvedt, W. Plumbley, J. Schmidt, D. Sutcliffe, B. Aaron, C. Nesbit, A. Tucker

Back Row : V. Niyotugira, S. Nxumalo, L. Courtois, B. Hlengwa
Middle Row: Z. Tshicila, T. Martin, J. Gresse, J. Mudzova
Front Row: J. Reddy, C. Coubrough, J. Schmidt, R. Lubbee, K. Scullard

TEACHING
STAFF

ADMIN
STAFF
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Happiness is often a rebound 
from hard work.

Ja
sm

ine
 Al

lan

I can’t change the direction of the wind, 
but I can adjust my sails to always 
reach my destination.  (Jimmy Dean)

Yil
an

 G
ong

 

Intelligence without ambition is a bird 

without wings. (Salvador Dali)

Jo
rda

n B
ea

tt 

Life is not about the pursuit of 
happiness; it’s about the discovery of joy.

Ele
ni 

Je
nn

ing
s 

And above all, watch with glittering eyes the whole world around you because the greatest secrets are always hidden in the most unlikely places. Those who don’t believe in magic will never find it. (Roald Dahl)

Em
ma

 B
ra

atv
ed

t 

You have the power to turn 
any dream into a reality.

Ap
hiw

e J
oyis

a 

Do what is right.  
Not what is easy.

Sa
va

nn
ah

 
De

 Al
me

ida
 

She believed she could, so she did.

Pa
ige

 K
nig

ht
 

The woman who does not require validation 
from anyone is the most feared individual on 

the planet.  (Mohadesa Majumi)

Ta
yla

 Al
lw

rig
ht

 

To make a diffeence in someone’s life you 
don’t have to be brilliant, rich, beautiful, or 
perfect, you just have to care. (Mandy Hale)

Am
y H

islo
p

Be the change you want to 
see in the world. (Ghandi)

Da
nie

la
 D

us

The two most important days in your life 
are the day you are born and the day you 

find out why. (Mark Twain)

Le
ah

 Am
od

 

Watch carefully, the magic that occurs 
when you give a person just enough comfort 

for them to be themselves.  (Atticus)

Na
tal

ie 
Iz

za
rd 

I know not all that may be coming, but be it what it will, I’ll go to it laughing  (Herman Melville)

Em
ily

 B
en

ne
tt 

The best way to predict the 
future is to create it.

Th
an

gh
u J

o M
ath

ew
  

These mountains you are carrying, you were 
only supposed to climb. (Najwa Zebian)

Jes
sic

a 
Br

od
eri

ck
 

You are entirely up to you.

Ge
org

ina
 Ke

irb
y-S

mit
h 

Live for the moments you can’t 
put into words.

Ke
zia

h D
ell

a 
Ma

rtin
a 

Dala what you must.
Ng

ce
bo

 K
une

ne
 

Don’t just fly - soar.

Sa
bih

a 
Ba

ssa
  

Be fearless in the pursuit of 
what sets your soul on fire.

Ra
ch

ae
l F

rye
r 

Great is the human who has not lost his childlike heart. (Mencius)

Ka
ele

igh
 E

llio
tt

Always show more kindness than seems necessary, because the person receiving it needs it more than you will ever know.

Ch
els

ea
 B

lan
ch

ard
 

Accept what is, let go of what was 
and have faith in what will be.

Ke
lly

 Jo
nes

 

If you don’t stand for something, you will fall for everything. (Martin Luther King)

Jes
sic

a 
Co

nst
an

tin
e 

A flower does not think of competing with the flower next to it. It just blooms.

Nt
we

nh
le 

Kh
um

alo
 

You are capable of achieving 
anything you set your mind to.

Na
tal

ie 
do

s S
an

tos
 

The future belongs to those who 
believe in the beauty of their dreams.

Na
din

e L
aw

 

That wasn’t like High 
School Musical at all.

Ke
iro

n-
Ash

lei
gh

 B
oos

i  

The day you realise that you only 
belong to you, you’ll realise that your 

happiness rests in your hands.

Ch
rist

ine
 Ja

me
son

 

Life is not about the pursuit of 
happiness; it’s about the discovery of joy

Ma
xin

e B
oug

ard
t 

Things are what they are, 
and whatever will be will be.

Ro
sa

 Jo
rda

n

I do it because I can. I can because 
I want to. I want to because you 

said I couldn’t.

Da
nie

lla
 C

ots
iou

 

Make sure you don’t start seeing yourself 
through the eyes of those who do not value 
you. Know your worth even if they do not.

Am
an

da
 Kh

uzw
ayo

 

Every accomplishment starts with the decision to try.  (John F Kennedy)

Sa
ne

 D
um

a

If you expect someone else to guide you, you’ll be lost.  (James Earl Jones)

Ta
sm

in 
Ma

ck
lin

MATRIC 
PHOTOS
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MATRIC 
PHOTOS

Your life unfolds in proportion 
to your courage.

Am
be

r M
as

se
y

We rise by lifting others.

Va
len

tin
e 

St
erl

ing
 C

our
t

The struggle you’re in today is developing 

the strength you need for tomorrow.

Kir
ste

n M
oor

e

You never know until you go. 
(Kelly Slater)

Me
ga

n T
op

p

She never lost her smile because she continued to look at the world not for what it is, but for what it could be.

Re
be

ka
h O

livi
er

Money is numbers and numbers never end. If 
it takes money to be happy, your search for 

happiness will never end. (Bob Marley)

Ra
cha

el 
Wi

lkin
son

Positivity wins the race

Am
y P

ost
hum

us

The beauty of life is while we cant undo what is done, we can see it, understand it, learn from it and change.

Z
oth

a 
Z

ulu
 

There is no path to happiness. 
Happiness is the path

Ga
br

iel
la

 M
elo

ni

In every life we have some trouble, 
but when you worry you make it 
double. Don’t worry, be happy!

Ma
xin

e S
tev

ens
on

By failing to prepare, you are 
preparing to fail.  (You will see how 

true this is when you are in Matric)

Us
ihl

en
gil

e S
ha

nd
u

Our backs tell stories no books have 
the spine to carry.  (Rupi Kaur)

My
tici

a 
Mo

od
ley

 
I wish to live a life that causes my soul 
to dance inside my body.  (Unknown)

Da
nie

lla
 Ta

ver
na

Do what you have to do until you can do what you want to do. (Oprah Winfrey)

La
ra

 M
ore

y

It does not do to dwell on 
dreams and forget to live.

Sa
rah

 va
n R

ooy
en

Objective is a giant magnetic field, 
drawing you intensively to work with 

all your might.

Jun
lin

 Pa
n

Home is behind, the world ahead, and there are 
many paths to tread through shadows to the edge of 
night, until the stars are all alight. (J.R.R. Tolkein)

Ro
by

n W
imb

erl
ey

Courage is not the absence of fear but rather the judgement that something is more important than fear; the brave may not live forever but the cautious do not live at all.

Ca
rol

ine
 Pu

rne
ll

Kia
rah

 M
oon

sa
my

 

Instead of seeking new landscapes, 
develop new eyes.  (Marcel Proust)

Pa
lom

a 
St

ep
an

ik

Aim for the moon and if you miss, you’ll land among the stars.

Ke
lly

 S
ing

let
on

It is not in the stars to hold our destiny 
but in ourselves.  (William Shakespeare) 

Ol
we

thu
 M

the
mb

u

Nothing is as potent as the silent influence 
of a good example. (James Kent)

Jos
ie 

Vis
se

r

You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself in any direction you choose. You’re on your own. And you know what you know. You are the guy who’ll decide where to go.  (Dr. Seuss)

T
hus

mi
ka

 Pi
lla

y 

What you think, you become. What you feel, you attract. What you imagine, you create.

Mb
ali

 X
ab

a

One must learn to ‘not only love 
much but well’.  (Philippians 1:9)

Tyl
a-

Ja
ne 

Ro
be

rts
Charm is deceptive and beauty is 
fleeting, but a woman who honours 

the Lord is to be praised.

Mi
ch

ell
e M

the
thw

a

Don’t forget those who helped 
you get to where you are today.

Ky
la

 T
he

ron

To believe is the first step to 
success.

No
nja

bu
lo 

Ng
we

nya
Work hard. Play hard. 

Be kind.

Ka
yla

 W
hit

ta
ke

r

At the end of the day, it’s not about what you 
have, or even what you’ve accomplished. It’s about 
who you’ve lifted up, who you’ve made better. It’s 

about what you give back.

Ta
yle

r P
ool

e

Don’t live down to expectations. Go out 
there and do something remarkable.

Ma
dis

on
-A

nn
Yo

ung
 

Ash
lei

gh
 R

uite
rs

Enjoy the little things in life…for one day you’ll look back and realise they were the big things.

Life is not the amount of breaths you take.  It’s the moments that take your breath away.
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